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Asef Bayat

Knowing Armando, I think this paper for him is very clear. I do not know if I am able to express his views correctly or not, 
but I think the fundamental question he is asking is whether or not there is such a thing as “Islamic modernity” as a part of 
the problematic of multiple modernities. 

Armando does not agree with those who argue that, because there are divine authorities in Islamic societies, these divine 
authorities prevent the formation of a modern state [and that therefore] one cannot speak of Islamic modernity. He actually 
looks at the issue of modernity from a different perspective ; he introduces the notion of civilisation. Because civilisation, 
culture being a significant element in it, allows differences and at the same time allows the retention of certain core elements 
of whatever he understands as modernity. On this basis he rejects, as many others have done, the equation of modern life 
and society with secularism. He says that, even in the West, modernity was triggered by Puritan religious movements. He 
seems to suggest that perhaps Islamic movements in the Muslim world might play such a role.
 
I think it is important to look at the consequences of modernity for religion. We should not forget that modernity does, in 
many ways, weaken religion but also that there are times when modernity actually reproduces the religion. So it is crucial 
to look at it as a contingent phenomenon.  
 
On this basis he suggests that if the public sphere, as scholars like Habermas insist, is a central part of modern life, Muslim 
societies [must] also have it. Islamic modernity is possible for Muslim societies, on the one hand, by sticking to their legacies 
and, on the other hand, by coping with the hegemonic modernity that we have in the West. 
 
What remains unclear is what those core elements of modernity / modernities are. What are the tangible elements of 
modernities ? What are these core elements that make sense of modernity ? Sometimes he refers to movements and 
innovations. I am not really sure, movement and innovation toward what ? This is very important because if we are to 
attempt to understand and identify these core elements, we might come to the conclusion that there are no such things as 
multiple modernities. There could be one modernity with different forms. For example, sometimes it is suggested that in 
Paris there were cafés as a public sphere, but in Muslim societies there were, are, public baths, therefore Islamic modernity 
is different from French [modernity]. I do not understand this because we can consider these variations as different forms. 
It is essential, therefore, to come up with these core elements.
 
At the cost of being very crude, I want to stick to the traditional understanding of what modern is. From this viewpoint 
modern is complexity and organisation, and the resolution of this complexity in social and economic life. So as societies 
become more complex, they develop division of labour, industries, cities, division of occupation and so on and so forth, 
which means rationalisation, and at the core of rationalisation is the notion of reason. Science very much relates to this. In 
fact, even the modern state can be understood in these terms. After all, the modern state is supposed to be a bureaucratic 
and rational state. In all of this it seems that individuals play a significant part. At the same time, it seems to me that these 
processes, if one looks at them contingently, can produce individuals. For example, the development of the modern city 
does create modern urban individuals and undermine communities, but as I will discuss later, it might also regenerate 
communities-distanciated or imagined communities. In the way I understand modernity, reason and the individual are the 
central players. This looks like a very crude Western / universal modernity. 
 
I agree with Armando that secularisation is not one of the inevitable consequences of modernity, although it sometimes 
accompanies modernisation and secular life and secularism can be a consequence of modernity. At the same time, 
modernity can regenerate religiosity because of the cost of modernity. Uncertainty and other products and costs of modern 
life can pave the way for the reproduction of religion.  
 

Discussion
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The last point I want to make is that I think it is important to realise that these processes might affect certain groups more 
than others. In other words, these processes do not affect the entire population of a particular society because people have 
different capacities and abilities to be modern. Not everyone can afford to be modern. Modernity has economic, intellectual 
and social costs and one needs to have the economic, intellectual and social capacity to be modern. I am taking all this from 
my urban studies in poor neighbourhoods. I came to the conclusion that a lot of poor people do want to become modern and 
benefit from modern life [such as] technology, being an individual and autonomous, etc. but cannot afford to be so. They 
simply cannot afford to go through the discipline of modern life, discipline of time, discipline of space, discipline of contract, 
and so on and so forth. Because they cannot afford to become modern, they resort to traditional modes of reciprocity, 
negotiation, self-help activities and so on. 

Charles Jencks

I think in discussing such a big subject you have to be a little bit technological about defining terms, especially when you are 
talking about modernity and the modern... because of the cognate terms in the sense that modernisation, modernity and 
modernism, the three inwards, come as a loose package, if not highly interrelated. We know that this has been a discussion 
for many years. 
 
The word modern [was first used] in the third and fourth centuries as a positive polemical Christian word designed to 
outflank the pagan Roman hegemonic modern world. In Rome there were one million people; you cannot be more modern 
than to have a million people in a city. Modernis, meant to be more modern than the modern, was, if you like, the polemical 
usage of modernism. It is important to decide how to talk about this. 
 
I think historians generally accept that the modern world and modernity started much earlier than Armando said ; that is to 
say way before Oliver Cromwell and Westphalia. The consensus is that the modern world, modernisation and the modern 
global economy, [originated] somewhere around Florence. For instance, when Paul Kennedy talks about the modern 
world as the modern state, the greatest creation of the modern world, he suggests that it started somewhere in the early 
Renaissance. Of course it was not a big thundercloud coming into existence all of a sudden ; it starts in the economic 
sphere with modernisation. Other economists remind us that in the West it took something like 800 or 900 years for people 
to understand the notion of the modern economy, as Adam Smith understood it. On the contrary, in Dubai, for instance, 
they have leapfrogged, leapfrogged and leapfrogged. They understand the modern economy better than Abu Dhabi, which 
is [now] trying to catch up. 
 
I bring that up because I think modernisation is still an engine of modernity or the modern – I am now using the modern 
and modernity interchangeably as distinct [from] modernisation and modernism. I am not a Marxist but I do think that the 
economy and modernisation is the driving force here, and it is an earlier force than Oliver Cromwell. However, I accept 
the part of this paper that [asserts that] its relations to religion are key. I agree with Asef (Bayat) and Armando (Salvatore) 
that it is not just secularisation. The religious relationships are interesting. I remember Farrokh (Derakhshani) talking about 
fundamentalism as a form of modernism. As sociologists suggest, it is a very important form of modernism. Particularly, 
when modernisation fails, fundamentalism is a [form of] modernism to deal with that. What I am making a plea for is a 
sharpening of words. I am not suggesting we use modernism 1, 2, 3, but I do think that until we get to know each other, we 
should clarify our views of these words because I think they are really multiplicitous. 

Jeremy Melvin

I found the paper fascinating. I think that it has many points of interest, an awful lot of which, I have to confess, are beyond 
anything I feel competent to comment on in any serious way. But there are some things I want to discuss and take further. 
I thought I would start by saying something about the issue of modernity... I spend a part of my time at the Royal Academy 
of Arts in London working on the Architecture Programme. The first exhibition there, in 2000, was an attempt to recreate 
the Paris exhibition of 1900, exactly one hundred years earlier. It was a selection of works made that year and I think about 
60% to 70% of the works in the Paris exhibition were brought to London a hundred years later. This stimulated us in the 
Architecture Programme to think about the implied definitions of modern, modernism and modernity that arose as a result 
of these different works which were mostly, not entirely, made within Europe, from Russia to Portugal, and from Finland to 
the south of Italy. 
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Seven years on, we are still trying to do it. We have not gone very far. I think that confirms that it is an extraordinarily difficult 
project. Since Professor Salvatore’s paper was very much about political constitutions, I thought it might help if I raised 
issues about architecture so that we can see where they fit and where they do not fit. I think we should start with discussing 
the relationship between modernity and the physical environment, which I would consider to be the business of architecture. 
It can be mainly rural, it can be mainly urban, we could be talking about specific buildings or boots or any other specific 
physical environment. During the [reading of the] paper I was thinking about the Western model of the political state, and 
immediately to my head came the city of Karlsruhe in Germany, a semi-circle, with radial streets going off it, in which the 
radial streets focus on the prince’s palace. That seems to me to be an extraordinarily strong and very literal depiction of 
a political idea in the physical environment. So I think it does happen, but it is very rare, and difficult to replicate. I think 
we all [would] feel uncomfortable living in Karlsruhe where everything is focused on the palace. But it obviously shows 
how political structure can be reinforced in a physical structure. This was a political sense attempting to be unified. It was 
suggesting that there is one way and that all other ways, by definition, are wrong. However, when we deal with issues of the 
modern, modernism and modernity and the multiple implications they have, it becomes even more complicated.
 
I think if we look at the other end, the condition of buildings, I think it is very important to remember that buildings have at 
least two very important strands to them. One is that buildings and the built environments do certain things or allow certain 
activities and functions. Sometimes only by implication, they open possibilities. Sometimes they create opportunities. 
Sometimes what they do is very little or strong. It may be an educational building, a medical building or a building without 
an actual physical function; but I think this is always an important underlying element of what architecture is.  
 
There is another really important element in architecture and that is that buildings represent and embody ideas and beliefs. 
Sometimes the ideas and beliefs that are raised by a particular building and the activities it houses are not quite co-
terminal. Sometimes tensions arise between those [ideas and beliefs]. One could think that this is a rather crude depiction, 
but a building designed in the European classical tradition in the manner of a country house might contain a hospital, as 
sometimes happened in the early nineteenth century. It does not necessarily mean it cannot work but it opens a tension and 
sometimes it opens the possibility of imaginative space that could be a really interesting thing. The tension, in these cases, 
is between what is implied and alluded to in the architecture and what is going on in the interior. An interesting feature of 
European modernism in the middle of the twentieth century was that you could have an absolutely perfect relationship 
between the above mentioned elements, one that fits exactly between the representational qualities... and the functional 
qualities of the building.   
 
As well as doing things and allowing things to happen, and representing ideas, buildings represent investment. In certain 
societies, it might just be the investment of the time of the people who build it, but increasingly it is an investment of money. 
Moreover, buildings can be made from components that come from all parts of the world. The money and the economic 
system that is behind it, and I am not speaking as a communist, is a trans-national entity. It cannot be totally controlled by 
political power. It has its own existence and does not neatly follow political policies. Professor Charles Jencks suggested 
earlier that if we look at the notion of the modern state, at least in the European context, we have to go back to the early 
Renaissance. I think it is absolutely right that the big expansion of trade in Europe was one the issues that gave rise to 
a modern state based on trade from which taxes could be raised. Of course, without taxes the modern state would find it 
very difficult to exist. 
 
The next point I want to raise goes back to my point about buildings doing and representing things. I think it is very important 
that the commercial empire of the Medici family predated Machiavelli who did not come on to the scene as political theorist 
until the early 16th century. It was Machiavelli who gave one the earliest and clearest definitions of the political state, which 
the 19th century cultural historian, Jacob Burckhardt, characterised as the ‘state as a work of art’ – not that it was about 
painting and sculpture but that every element of the state was thought about and reasoned and was not the product of 
tradition, not art as in fine art or high art. It was the Medicis who developed the idea of the palace type ; the building type 
that predates the idea of the state. This may not be always right, but it shows that the building type, both functional and 
representational, is extremely important. 

As Professor Bayat mentioned earlier, the idea of the French café might have an analogue in the Islamic bath. But I think if 
we are looking at what is happening now, we could also extend this into things like airports which clearly have a character, 
for all sorts of reasons, that have traditional cultural references, hotels and, of course, what is going on in Dubai, which I 
have not visited but have noticed that [there are] very strange buildings going up there. 
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If we are to look at the relationship between the physical form and social form there are a number of points that we should 
pay attention to, particularly when dealing with the notion of multiplicities of modernity. One of the issues is the expression, 
exercise or display of power, I do not mean power in the coercive or negative way, I mean the [form] of organisation of the 
state ; how states are organised and how social relations are developed within them. This is a really important issue and I 
am afraid I do not have the conceptual framework to put any flesh onto this, but I think it is to do with the role of the media. 
I think the media has developed into a mechanism for the expression of power. 
 
Just to give a rather simplistic anecdote about this, many years ago a distinguished journalist called Martin Jacks gave a 
talk at the Royal Institute of British Architects. He was asked to say, from his point of view, what were the most important 
issues in contemporary society. One of the three he came up with was the ending of deference. He was obviously talking in 
the British context: the idea that when the Queen or any [other] member of the royal family walks into the room we no longer 
feel that we have to bow. I think this is wrong and slightly misses the point. It is not the end of deference ; it is the transfer of 
deference. The mechanism which has allowed us to transfer our deference from queens, kings, emperors, etc. to pop stars, 
sport stars, and people who appear on reality television programmes is to do with the role of media. A lot of this, not all of 
it, is driven by commercial [concerns], there has to be some commercial system behind it. I think the implications this raises 
for architecture are very difficult to recognise and any comments I make about this will be very naïve. 
 
The other issue is something that comes before in the West but is not limited to the West, the role of affluence and the 
features of architecture in an affluent society. According to John Kenneth Galbraith in The Affluent Society, the affluent 
society is one where there is no meaningful distinction between luxury and necessity. I think this is extremely important 
because once we break the link between necessity and luxury, we are into a completely different idea of what physical 
space, be it inside, outside, public or private, really is. I think architecture, particularly much of the thinking that goes into 
the multiple ideas of modern architecture, has had great difficulty with the idea of affluence because, at least in the past 
200 years or so, much of Western architectural theory has been predicated on the idea that you make a building with the 
minimum amount of physical mass needed to make it stand up or with the minimum amount of space in the exactly correct 
shaping to perform a particular function. This is trying to make an artificial distinction between what is necessary and what 
is luxury, [a distinction] which Galbraith... would deny. 
 
Just to recap, these are the main points I raised : the idea of what a building does, the role of the building type, the 
relationship between the social form and the physical form, the importance of the media, and the issue of affluence and 
[its effect on] the notion of multiple modernities. The final point I would like to raise is about education, something that I am 
also involved with. What are the mechanisms by which ideas are transmitted ? Can we work on a field of knowledge here ? 
I think how education works with this is extremely important. 

Farid Panjwani

Thank you very much for this opportunity to share some thoughts with you. I got the paper last evening and struggled for 
long hours to decipher it. I found it very rich and full of ideas that would take hours to discuss. It was very informative and 
insightful, as well. I will divide my comments into two parts. First, I will try to extend some of the ideas that are in the paper 
and give some further thoughts on them. Then there are some questions that I have, which I will table and perhaps in the 
further discussions we will take them on. I will also give reasons for why I have those questions. 
 
Let me start with the first part, which has to do with the extension of some of the ideas that are in the paper. I will start with 
the very first sentence in the paper which [concerns] a very nice comment from Marshall Hodgson : “In the sixteenth century 
of our era, a visitor from Mars might well have supposed that the human world was on the verge of becoming Muslim”. I 
think this is not only true in 16th century but also 17th century. At least in the first part of the 17th century this would be very 
much true. In fact, as far as England is concerned, and I am referring here to the work of Nabil Matar, there was a fear 
among people that Christians were converting very quickly to Islam. There was actually a term for that : “turning Turk”. In the 
late 16th and early 17th centuries many plays were written that captured and reflected that fear. For example, we have plays 
like Renegado, Tragedy of Suleiman, and A Christian Turned Turk, written in the early 17th century. 
 
Not only this, but, as you know, coffee was introduced in this period. It was called the “Mohammedan berry” and it generated 
a lot of discussion in the English society. There was a fear that it was an Ottoman conspiracy to convert the English to 
Mohammedanism by the “Mohammedan berry”. Although I have not looked at it, I wonder whether there are parallels 
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between this reaction and some of the reactions that were there in the Muslim world when tea was introduced. It would be 
very interesting to look at that. 
 
Closer to our concern, I refer to Professor Salvatore’s remark that the bringing together of the synthesis of Hebrew prophecy 
and Greek science opened up many possibilities. And in the 17th century when the new mode of scientific thinking was 
emerging in the West, this synthesis and mode of thinking continued to have relevance in Europe and particularly the works 
of Averroes and Hayy ibn Yaqdhan of Ibn Tufail became very widely read particularly because they were talking about 
divinity through your own reason. So in their attempt to reconcile the scientific mechanistic world and a religious worldview... 
they found the writings of Muslim philosophers very interesting. At least one author claimed that John Locke’s interest in 
human understanding, after which he wrote his Essay [An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, 1690], started off 
when he read the translation of Hayy ibn Yaqdhan. 

The second point which I would like to make is regarding Professor Salvatore’s comments about the positive potential of 
the religiously inspired social action, protest and radicalism. I think in this regard, the work here does not seem to have a 
theoretical base ; it is very empirical in its approach. I would suggest that one looks at the works of German philosopher, 
Ernst Bloch. He was a twentieth century philosopher who, working within the Marxist tradition, reinterpreted Marx’s notion 
of ideology. He argued that ideologies, including religious ideologies, have pejorative as well as positive elements. He 
[describes] ideologies as Janus-faced; they have both mystifying and utopian elements. I think because religions have... 
these [elements] they are, in some contexts, in tension with modern developments and in some other contexts they seem 
to work with it. This social protest and radicalism perhaps emanates from the utopian possibilities in religion and that allows 
it to be a social critique. I think looking at this kind of work may help us go further in this direction. 
 
Let me now quickly move on to the second part of my comments which are questions. I will start by echoing Professor 
Bayat’s comments and some of the hesitancies he had in accepting the very notion of multiple modernities. It seems to me 
that the paper, as well as the workshop, accepts the notion of multiple modernities quite unproblematically. Many people 
are writing about it, but I seem to find myself still hesitant to uncritically accept it, and I hope we have the occasion to debate 
this. I believe that the stress on historical and contemporary diversity that underpins the notion of multiple modernities 
and its critique of the hegemonic singular notion of modernity is correct. But I wonder whether it is correct in terms of the 
significance it gives to this diversity and differences. I wonder if on the one hand the notion of a singular modernity might be 
underplaying diversity and the notion of multiple modernities might be overplaying diversity. 
 
In some sense, it becomes an empirical question and there I think our evidence is quite equivocal and ambiguous. I think 
we find in certain studies that there are many deep-seated cultural differences. But then there are also studies that show 
attitudinal commonalities across the world, so I think the critique of the conventional singular modernity can be accepted, 
but whether we can then jump to the notion of multiple modernities is not [for me] yet resolved. A few weeks ago I read an 
article from Volker Schmidt who has proposed the notion of “varieties of modernity” instead of multiple modernities. Also, 
there is the possibility that one can see modernity itself having various aspects, intellectual, social, political and material and 
technical aspects. It might be possible that in some parts of the world, certain aspects of modernity have developed while 
others have not, and that is where the differences can be explained. I hope that we can keep the possibility of alternative 
ways of moving forward after the critique of conventional modernity opens. 
 
I also find that the paper does not clearly tell us what modernity is and what the definitions of alternative modernities are. 
Already terms like proto-modernity and early modernity are used for empires like Ottomans, Moghuls and Safavids. I 
feel that these empires themselves were complex and... able to have autonomy vis-à-vis the Ulema. This kind of internal 
diversity has to be addressed. Finally, it seems to me that at least the elective affinities, if not the deep connections that 
has been made between Habermas’s notion of communicative action and the Muslim practice of maslaha needs to be 
questioned and challenged. I think it is a good and brave attempt to see this as a possible tangible element of multiple 
modernities but I am not sure if it works and I think it may be a little bit over-stretched for several reasons. 
 
First I think the Habermasian notion of communicative action has certain pre-requisites. Although the paper mentions it, 
I could not find them listed. In the words of Habermas himself, one of these pre-requisites is that this action is oriented 
towards achieving, sustaining and reviving consensus ; consensus that rests on the inter-subjective recognition of criticisable 
validity of claims. I am not sure if maslaha, still operating in the theological framework of Islam, allows these kinds of open 
possibilities. Moreover, we know that maslaha was one of minor sources of law in the classical paper. It has become major 
precisely because other sources of Usul al-Fiqh are not providing the responses that are required. 
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I refer to Professor Jencks’s discussion of the emergence of the notion of modernity. Here I have a quote from Habermas 
that says, “The word modern in its Latin form “modernus” was used for the first time in the late 5th Century in order 
to distinguish the present, which had become officially Christian, from the Roman and Pagan past. The term “modern” 
appeared and reappeared exactly during those periods in Europe when the consciousness of a new epoch formed itself 
through a renewed relationship to the ancients, whenever antiquity was considered a model to be recovered through some 
kind of imitation. The spell the classics of the ancient world cast upon later times was first dissolved by the ideas of the 
French Enlightenment. Specifically, the idea of being modern by looking back to the ancients changed to the belief, inspired 
by the modern science, in the infinite progress of knowledge and the infinite advance towards social and moral betterment.” 
I think this gives us some tangible element of what to look for in non-Western contexts if we want to look for modernity ; if 
we accept this idea of modernity as a future-looking phenomenon. In this context maslaha roots itself in the past and it is 
forward looking. Because of these reasons I am not convinced by his argument, although I acknowledge that it is a brave 
attempt.

Masoud Kamali
  
I will start by saying that Professor Salvatore’s paper has many points that are interesting and at the same time very 
problematic. As Professor Bayat mentioned, one should ask, What is modern ? If there are modern institutions or societies, 
what do we mean by modern ? The answer depends on the multiplicity of theoretical traditions in the West, if we have to call 
it the West. I am sceptical of the notions like “West”, “Muslim World”, and Weber and the Weberian tradition of uniqueness 
of the West and a single modernity. I think discussing ancient and medieval civilisations and the exact time the word modern 
was first used is not interesting today. What is interesting today is to say that we have one modernity which is the Western 
modernity. Professor Salvatore, for example, is really saying that we do not have Protestantism in Islam and Islam is not 
used for legitimisation of modern change. 
 
Another problem which he discusses but is not historically true is that he relates modernity to democracy. Historically they 
have had nothing to do with each other. Turner has shown very clearly that modernity has nothing to do with democracy. 
According to him, Fascism, Communism, Nazism and liberalism are all modern and the last three are not democratic. Just 
to take another example, China is modern without being democratic. Nazism was also very modern, efficient and cost-
effective.
 
I also was not convinced by his arguments regarding the public sphere and the Muslim world. I believe that the public 
sphere has a long tradition in the Muslim world. I am sorry to use the term “Muslim world” since we know Shia and Sunni in 
Islam are very different. Secularism in Shia [Islam] happened much earlier, during the Safavids, starting with the first king. In 
1501, the Safavid king said, “I am the shadow of God on earth”. After 100 years, however, Shah Abbas said, I have nothing 
to do with God or religion, I am a secular man. 

My other problem with this paper was with its discussion of Enlightenment. It seems that we are still using the term 
Enlightenment with a totally positive meaning in mind and thinking that it is all to do with rationality and positive change. 
We need to also look at the euro-centrism of the Enlightenment. Even those who accept instrumental rationality as the 
core of modernity criticise it as one of the four kinds of rationality. Enlightenment, for example, [is also related] to racism 
and colonialism. I think that different people with different cultures, histories and traditions can have their own [form of] 
Enlightenment. 
 
Regarding the issue of secularism, I think we cannot call any single institution modern. If we do this, we are making 
the same mistake of people like Anthony Giddens. According to him, a modern country has four different institutional 
arrangements : surveillance and control, capitalism, market economy and militarism. One can see that many of these 
existed in the Muslim world long before [they came into] existence in Europe. The professional army, for instance, was first 
achieved in the Ottoman Empire. Freedom of religion was also first seen in the Ottoman Empire, as part of the Islamic law, 
and so on and so forth. I am not going to go into details ; I just wanted to open up the discussion. 

When we are talking about multiple modernities, what is it that we are discussing ? Can we think of modernity as explained 
by people like Jürgen Habermas and Ulrich Beck ? For example, they suggest that we have Anglo-Saxon, liberal modernity, 
Swedish modernity, etc. You can compare Sweden with Iran. For instance, in Sweden all the journals and TV channels 
are owned by parties, unions are part of the government, and [there is] no civil society. One could see a similar situation 
in Iran. So comparison of different parts of the world can be done through the theory of multiple modernities without being 
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trapped in the problematic discussion of a single modernity and the tradition of uniqueness of the West and debates over 
when modernity starts. 

The whole discussion about multiple modernities was started by Shmuel Eisenstadt in a gathering at Uppsala University in 
1996. Eisenstadt, one of the most renowned theorists of multiple modernities, defended the possibility of having different 
kinds of modernities which are not completely different; they are rather different arrangements of modernity. For example 
the American Supreme Court might have the same function as Iranian religious courts and Council of Guardians. So these 
different institutions can be compared as two parts of different modernities.

Abdou Filali-Ansary

Professor Armando Salvatore has opened a number of big boxes all full of questions. I think he suggests a number of 
things that need to be discussed and studied in depth. Building on what has been said until now, I would like to express 
some fears. 
 
I use the word fear because this paper [proposes] a link between modern civil society and public sphere and what Hodgson 
regards as the major feature of classical Muslim societies, the fact that there was an open space across vast geographic 
areas in which it was possible to have an open market of ideas, goods and populations. In these countries, polities had 
marginal roles ; the political was limited to a minimum and politicians were those who maintained the order and defended 
their territory. Society had managed to gain and build some autonomy and to create a market in which communication 
between its components was possible. This may be a rough description of Hodgson’s claim. What I understand from this 
paper is that Armando wants to link this to what is happening now around us, the impression that the modern media and 
the internet is allowing some forces in the Muslim world to express themselves and try to discuss the political issues using 
religious language and to bring again something that was described as playing politics on the field of religion. 
 
In the two cases, we do have the impression of an open space of some kind of exchanges taking place across limits that 
are created by geography, languages and cultures. I fear that this kind of comparison may bring from the window something 
we are trying to push from the door. It may bring... some form of essentialism. He thinks that the fact that Muslims are here 
and there and that they are facing or rejecting the nation-state is one form of modernity. He also suggests that a kind of 
modernity might have preceded the nation-state, and it is Islam. I am afraid of this continuity.
 
My second fear is that these kind of connections and these broad categories may lead us to see not the tangible elements 
of modernity in Muslim contexts and the varieties of Muslim contexts. [At least two tangible aspects may be pointed to:] 
One is before the colonial wave with some major changes that mainly began in the Ottoman Empire. These changes that 
began in the 18th and 19th century signalled transformations and changes along the lines that we see today as being some 
form of modernisation. The other is the reaction after the integration of Muslim societies in the world economy and the rest 
of the world through colonisation. 
 
What is happening is not only passive reception or submission, and there are so many tangible elements of modernity that 
are most relevant to our discussion here about architecture, because in the built environment there is so much to look at 
and consider as tangible elements of modernity. The population boom of Muslim countries, for example, puts pressure on 
the environment and generates reactions. Maybe the AKAA should bring us at some point to ask questions about which 
of these reactions could be seen as positive sides, something that would lead us to open ways of facing the challenges of 
nowadays. So I am afraid that Armando would take us away from looking at what has happened at some point in the 18th 
century and what is happening now in the 20th and 21st century.
 
My third fear is that it may distract us from looking at the idea of modernity itself. Modernity has been the subject of a 
continuous discussion since a few decades ago. Of course, we can time the origins of the word to very long in the past, 
but the idea of modernity has been the focus of so much debate in the past few decades. Modernity has been a concept 
of a variable shape, and variations of its shape have been the outcome of discussions that have been taking place. So 
we want at the same time to reach out to the diversity of expressions, but also to try to understand what makes these 
forms of expressions so diverse and also have something in common at their core. I think here that  we want to look at 
tangible elements of modernity and we have the opportunity to push this debate forward, to bring to it perspectives from 
Muslim contexts ; to open some positive avenues and not keep turning around the specifity of Muslim societies and making 
apologatives like “we were modern before modernity” and “we were open before openness”.
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Stefan Weber

I followed your thoughts and fears and I am very happy that you stressed them. I had a certain unease with the paper that 
I will try to summarise in four parts. When we are talking about society, we have to also look at social strata. If you have 
the theory of communicative action, you should also look at different elements of Muslim societies who follow different 
discourses, which Abdou mentioned in his fear number one. 

Second, in the paper and our discussion, we need to distinguish and to be very critical about three points : The first one 
is terminology. We have to be certain what we are talking about. The second one is how we define things and how other 
elements define if this is happening or not. If we are talking about modern times, the modern, and modernity, I would 
propose to think about modernity not as something that has to do with urbanisation, industrialisation, etc., but since in our 
discussion we are thinking about cultures, it is better to discuss which ways of group interaction we have among different 
cultures. For example, in the 19th century, we have new ways of transportation and communication under the mention of 
interaction. And when it comes to this interaction, I have certainly very much unease to talk about civilisations, because 
civilisations as an entity which is very clearly defined and understood has nothing to do with modernity in the 19th century 
and today. 

Today we are not living in the age of different cultures and civilisations as entities that stand against each other, but in a 
multi-layered set of societies that are very hard to distinguish form one anther. If we are talking about modernity, I think we 
should first look at interaction and not dismiss moments in history that these interactions had fruitful moments. [There are] 
certain moments in history when different elements match and create something new, an example of which is the 1906 
constitutional revolution in Iran. Today talking about modernity and cultures is much more difficult and distinguishing what 
is what is harder because we are more or less living in the big bowl of a big soup and there are different meeting points of 
different strata of societies.

Masoud Kamali
 
I think I have to make it clear that the theory of multiple modernities does not imply that we have thousands of kinds 
of modernities that have nothing to do with each other. This is not the case and nobody has ever discussed the theory 
of multiple modernities in this way. This theory is a reaction to post-modernism and constructive to nothing. Multiple 
modernities theory is a kind of understanding of the differences in modernities [that] at the same time recognises the 
commonalities of these different modernities. This theory is a critique of the euro-centrist understanding of modernity, the 
Weberian uniqueness of modernity, a modernity which started in the West and, as Giddens suggests, is our destiny. The 
theory of multiple modernities opens up new avenues for exploring the world that we are living in. What I have said is the 
only task of this theory and the only thing that it can help us to do.

Deniz Kandiyoti

I was wondering what this collectivity, the workshop being hosted jointly by ISMC and AKAA, was up to. I am surprised 
at this abstract discussion to help AKAA in concerns relating to the built environment, and I think this is the problem I 
am having with the paper and the way the whole discussion is going. I do not think you can really approach a concrete 
discussion of modernity and contemporary world via such incredibly formalistic and abstract categories. You have got to 
be able to minimally recognise some kind of empirical reference or empirical content to these categories. Let us take for 
inspection just something out of the air, the concept of trans-national Islam that appears in this paper. What is it about ? Is 
this a Petro-Islam propagated by the Gulf States ? Are you thinking about the whole package of finance, ideas, and indeed 
built environment consequences ? Or are we referring to the various apparatuses of the cold war that have been set up 
in various countries propagating different kinds of Islam like madrasas in Pakistan with consequences in Afghanistan ? 
What is this trans-national Islam ? We do not know. So here is an empty category, and it is only when you start filling those 
categories up, the filling of these categories is heavy with consequences. 

This also brings me to the question of modernity itself. I think I no longer find the concept of modernity particularly useful. I 
will try to explain why. It is because it produces what I call a multi-disciplinary cacophony in the sense that different people 
in different disciplines mean quite different things by it, and we have got to recognise these differences. The people I love 
to listen to most are my architect colleagues, because they are able to talk about genre and form and at least we know 
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what we are dealing with. There is a moment; there is a genre, there are things that, whether you are in Russia or Brazil, 
you can identify as tangible products, forms, and sensibilities that you can call modern. But when we get to social sciences, 
things become a lot more complicated. So let me try to unpack two tangible manifestations, one has to do with society and 
the other with politics. 
 
First, let us look at society. When you look at the sociology of modernisation, you realise that we are stuck in the notion of 
prototype and the result of prototype is that everything else has to become either non-modern or alternative to modernity. 
The concept of alternative modernities has explicit within it the inescapable and the notion of a prototype or multiple 
modernities. Where does this notion of prototype originate ? I would say it originates very simply in the quite justifiable effort 
of generations of sociologists trying to find indicators of modernity, and actually these are quite sensible. They are talking 
about societies where most people are literate rather than not literate, where most people live in urban areas rather than 
villages, where family sizes are not out of control, where a demographic transition has taken place. We know about these 
things very well. Of course, there can be a complete disjuncture and you can have certain facets of modernity without the 
others. 
 
When we get to politics it gets even more complicated ; hence we are having a difficulty with democracy. One of the most 
illuminating things I have read on this is by a Soviet historian called Stephen Kotkin looking at what he calls the inter-war 
conjuncture where he looks at what political modernity has meant, which he sees as the phenomenon of statecraft in 
between the World Wars. And this is the advent of mass society which suddenly has citizenries to deal with rather than 
subjects. There are also mobilisational states. Whether this is the Soviet system, or Nazism and so on, it is a very different 
conception of the relationship between states and citizens, and there is a kind of mobilisation element. This has huge 
consequences for the built environment, because this is when the state starts representing self in certain specific ways. 
Now it can take the rock forms like desert states like Turkmenistan with 5 million people in it and absolute monuments to 
the ruler, but also roads lined by super-modern 5-star hotels that are perfectly empty. 

So we have to take on board the question of images of modernity and the contractions of modernity now circulating globally. 
Hence, we have to unpack the societal, the political and different manifestations. By the time we have done that, I am not 
sure what mileage we get out of the concept of multiple modernities, because it seems to me that the market is absolutely 
key. 
 
Let me just finish my comments by saying that the defects of the concept of modernity became evident to me when I started 
working in Soviet Central Asia, which many authors take as the epitome of the high modernist project : planned economy, 
state intervention, forced modernisation, alphabetisation, electrification, and so forth. The extraordinary discovery that I 
made was that this heavy state progress of modernisation had resulted in a freezing in time of societies in the regions I was 
looking at, what you might call arrested development. The command economy had frozen the relations of these rural areas, 
which had become unfrozen very rapidly in Turkey. We must not forget the key word : capitalism. Here you have a modern 
state project resulting in a very rigid stratification whereby the urban areas are European, Russian, Ukranian etc., and rural 
areas are indigenous with no migration, no mobility, and very low urbanisation rates and at certain periods de-urbanisation. 
People having such difficulties living in urban areas that they go back to the rural areas. When you look at this example you 
think, why talk about modernity ? Maybe we should find some other language to express these concrete phenomena.

Charles Jencks
 
If you get rid of modernity, you re-invent it, just like multiple capitalisms and non-capitalisms. We have to think of these three 
areas : modernisation and, of course, its driving force, capitalism, the market economy, and the global economy. I agree 
that it is problematic, but as John Gray, a philosopher at LSE in London who has written on multiple capitalisms, says, a 
great failure of theories about these things today is that they assume the victory of one of the multiple capitalisms where 
there is no indication any more than multiple ecologies, multiple global warmings, etc. Global warming has many differential 
consequences in different parts of the world, and so forth.

I want to go back to the Turkish coffee issue, that Turkish coffee, and I think [this] is a wonderful fear, will convert you. I love 
the idea that you convert people through coffee. I think tea and opium can have the same effect. What is so important about 
opium and tea in running the world economy and the Eastern economies ? The great thing is that money is inter-convertible. 
It makes the universe seem small. If money is driving the global economy, it is the ultimate opium because it is convertible. 
You can convert any currency into any other easily. 
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I was recently in Dubai and looked at Sheikh Makhtoum’s capitalism, what one can call Sheikhi capitalism. He is building 
the seven most modern buildings, the four largest malls, and the largest islands in the world. If you look at his economy 
and the way Sheikh Makhtoum’s capitalism has been working, you will see that through luck, position, hard work and 
determination, he has managed to have never had a recession since the 1930s. This is the only economy that has more or 
less grown since 1945 through a series of leapfrog capital injections led by him or his family and a whole lot of accidents. 
It is, after all, on the route to Hong Kong, it is a port city, and they use architecture, media and celebrities very well. You 
can see, in a funny way, that there is a universality to his economy. And this is why he is frightening Abu Dhabi into action, 
to strike back. 
 
I say this to stress that the notion of economy, capitalism and modernisation do have a universalising effect and are 
universal, in the sense that money is universal. Umberto Eco says that the great thing about money is that x = y and then 
y = x. The only thing we all accept without questioning is money as a universal standard. Money is one way that we can 
compare multiple modalities. Therefore, I agree with Deniz (Kandiyoti). Let us be particular and tangible and look at the 
economy and then connect it to other things.  

Modjtaba Sadria

As a host, I guess I have to stand in for the colleague whose ideas are dear to me, and as you know, for understandable 
reasons could not join us here today. Those of you who know him, know that he has been deeply involved in the concept 
of the public sphere in Muslim societies. To my knowledge, he is still working on it. He has been arguing in favour of 
specificities in the formation of the public sphere in the Muslim societies, and in this paper he is continuing the same 
argument. I think what he brings to us here, which we have not discussed before, are the questions, What is Muslim 
modernity as a contemporary phenomenon? By which criteria have westerners thought that the rest of the world is not 
modern? He is bringing to us what is at the core of the Western experience of modernity, and arguing that we have had 
important anti-modernity forces in the West that are in fact, part of its modernity. This is for us a fundamental argument. 
 
Armando is suggesting that when we became modern, in our modernity, there were radical anti-modernities. In other words, 
anti-modernities are fantastic components of our experience of modernity. I think if we exclude this fundamental point, this 
paper would be one of his weakest papers so far. I would attract your attention to this core element of his argument. He 
is not the only one who thinks this way. I myself buy this argument and will try to push it further in my paper that will be 
delivered tomorrow afternoon. 
 
Ashish Nandy asks why religion is again rising in the world ? What is this power of religion ? Why [do] we have a “Muslim 
Problem” in every Western society ? This story did not start from 9 / 11 in New York, or 7 / 7 in London, it goes back to at least 
the second half of the 20th century [since when the] West has been talking about Islam as a problem. Of course Muslim 
societies have many problems, so do many non-Muslim societies. What Armando’s paper offers us in this discussion is 
that opposing modernity at the time of the hegemony of modernity becomes itself part of modernity in Muslim societies 
and non-Muslim societies alike. This statement includes all rims of thoughts and creation which could include architectural 
anti-modernity as a part of modernity in architecture, or in literature, or in poetry, or in painting. Here we have a very 
important and strong opponent; the tangible element of modernity is also anti-modernity. We cannot avoid looking at the 
experiences of modernity without understanding those who radically oppose it. These radical opponents of modernity are 
part of modernity independent of their own understanding and will. 
 
This question can be formulated as, How shall we evaluate a discourse, primarily through semantic composition of it or the 
way that it emerges in the field and interacts with other discourses acting in the same field? Do those who radically oppose 
modernity understand necessarily the impact of their position? These anti-modernists, by opposing modernity, don’t they in 
fact take modernity into their central references? The opposition to modernity seems to have strengthened its hegemonic 
place both as a reference and as a world outlook. Through a paradoxical mechanism the radicality of this denial and 
opposition of anti-modernists make them an integral part of modernity.

Charles Jencks

Are you talking about religions ?
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Modjtaba Sadria

The more religious arguments are used in legitimizing an antimodernity stance, in fact, the more religious arguments 
themselves need to use modern world outlook in order to become able to remain part of the debate and to present an 
attractive position within it.   

Masoud Kamali

I think we have to make it clear that many of the notions and discourses that you call anti-modernity, were not actually anti-
modern ; they were rather different understandings of modernity. For example, the Turk’s notion of modernity, the Ottoman 
Empire, started by the Sultan. In 1838, by khatt-e-sharif-e gol-khane, the discussion about modernity, the rights of all 
religions and citizens, and so on, started. Since then many Muslims have argued that Islam and modernity are compatible. 
To take another example, the Soviet system was completely modern, Johann Arnason calls it “communist modernity”. You 
might ask why we call it modernity. To answer, I would say because the state in Soviet system was using political power 
for changing citizens according to their ideology, which is very modern. The liberals, Fascists, and Nazists were also doing 
this. 
 
Before this, as Ibn Khaldun suggests, you could change the head of empire or state but not the constitution of society, 
its institutional arrangements, or doing anything about citizens. On the contrary, today we can do that. For example, the 
Islamic republic of Iran is re-organising Iran’s society according to their ideology. Shmuel N. Eisenstadt names five different 
elements that political systems should have [in order] to be called modern. I think we have to leave the linear understanding 
of history. One should not think of modernity as something that we have, and then ask why others, such as the Soviet 
Union, are modern ? The transnational nature of religions, as Ronald Robertson points out, is another interesting fact in this 
regard. He shows that religions have been transnational, they start somewhere and spread to other parts of the world, so 
globalisation is not a recent phenomenon. Therefore, globalisation has nothing to do with modernity.  
 
I think what we have to leave behind is the notion of singular modernity. Capitalism and market economy are not modern 
developments. As Bryan Turner suggests, among the factors that helped Muhammad build a global religion was capitalism, 
trade and individualism. So it is possible to talk about different sources of modernity. The institutional arrangements of 
modernity came about fairly recently, according to Wallerstein in 1478, and according to others in 16th or 17th century. We 
have to stop comparing things with each other and start having a definition for political modernity, economic modernity and 
so on. Political modernity, for instance, is not only about state, public sphere and civil society but also the arrangement of 
institutions. 

Asef Bayat

I am afraid I do not agree with Masoud. I find it difficult to understand what he means by saying that movements and 
ideas against modernity are modern. Of course, a movement could be the product of modernity, but I am not sure how 
necessarily the consequence of that movement, such as radical Islam, contributes to modernity. After all, in Europe, we 
have had movements that did not like the development of the capitalist modernity, urbanisation and costs of modernity, 
and they wanted to go back to their romantic past. So I do not really understand it. But more generally, two questions have 
been raised here. One is the question of singularity or multiplicity of modernity. Masoud, quite correctly, asked, What is the 
significance of this question and discussion ? This is a very good question. The second question that Masoud raised is, What 
is the use of modernity, irrespective of its singularity or multiplicity ? We should address these fundamental questions. 

I think we are discussing modernity because we do not have anything else. In disciplines like sociology, we are here to 
create a language to speak, characterise the kind of arrangements we have in the world and in some way differentiate it from 
the past, the non-modern, and specially show the change and sources of change. So in this sense, it is important to discuss 
modernity and categorise and name it as modern. If there was an alternative concept or category, we would definitely use it. 
Capitalism can be one of the alternatives, but I think that post-capitalist or non-capitalist can also be modern, so capitalism 
might not be a substitute for modern. But we have to struggle to identify the core elements of modernity. 
 
One reason why this concept of multiple modernities or alternative modernity was introduced was that it had a normative 
notion. Some people say we are modern and modernity is good, but you are not. You as a response say modernity is 
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good and we are modern too, but in a bit different way. Therefore, we try to show that we are also modern. So there is this 
normative element here that we like. I am not personally in favor of this kind of argument. 
 
The reason why I am saying that perhaps modernity is singular with different forms is to prevent violent relativism and abuse 
of the term modern. You cannot say that, for example, we are not interested in rights but are still modern. My argument 
is that you cannot say this, because rights are a very important element of modernity [and] are very much related to the 
individual.   

Stefan Weber

The differences are a part of the process of modernity itself. To be different is not against modernity, but more for it. 
The interaction of different elements in societies is a very important element of modernity. The corrective movements of 
modernity are also a part of modernity. They use the same means and audience in the public sphere to attract people to 
their idea of modernity. It is not that one is modern and the other one is not ; they are all part of the same process. And for 
us, as historians, architects, planners and people who plan for the places of public sphere, it is very important to understand 
that these places should reflect the interaction of different kinds of modernities.

Deniz Kandiyoti

I shall continue to play the role of the devil’s advocate. I start with a simple question: If the space that we live in is defined as 
modern, and if radical reactions to modernity and anti-modern movements are also modern, what is the space that the term 
modern excludes ? In other word, what is left as non-modern ? The whole point about deploying a term like modernity is that 
presumably there is something that it excludes which is not modern, pre-modern, non-modern or anti-modern. How would 
you go about conceptualising what the term modern actually excludes in that case ? So I think that the notion of multiple 
modernities makes the term modern not useful unless it can be salvaged by saying what the non-modern is. And then I am 
turning the question around : How on earth would you define what is not modern ?
 
My second question is my very serious difficulty with the concept of Western modernity: What is “Western modernity” ? What 
I am going to argue here is that there is no such thing as the West, and that the West is an ideological construct deployed 
for ideological purposes. First I will give you an illustration of the evanescent nature of the concept of West. I will take my 
example again from the Russian modernisation. This used to be a complex empire similar to the Ottoman Empire. They use 
to ask, Are we Western or Eastern ?. They had their own discourse. However, when those same Russians went to central 
Asia and met their Muslim subjects, they defined themselves as the West. Now they are Western and the other ones are 
Eastern. In other words, the terms East and West are subject to multiple displacements. 
 
The same is true with the Turkish modernisation. When the Ottoman Empire came into contact with the West, especially 
when it started falling behind, it went into a deep soul searching phase, but then the republican elites which were urban 
used exactly the same discourse vis-à-vis their tribal compatriots. Is Japan Western or Eastern ? What is happening at the 
moment is something extremely crude and cynical, a lot of states like Putin’s Russia, Nazarbayev’s Kazakhstan, to take 
examples from part of the world I know well, are very happy to be integrated in world capitalism and get the rent from that 
integration. So they will embrace all the sort of trappings of the market economy, and they turn around and say but we 
cannot have democracy because that is Western, so therefore we need to have forms of unaccountable authoritarian rule 
are a true expression of our indigenous culture. There is a discourse of Euro-asianism that is being put about, Vladimir Putin 
being the first. And of course you can see quite clearly how this people are playing with modernity. 
 
Multiple modernity or alternative modernity can be translated into Frank Sinatra’s, “I’ll Do It My Way”. This is the powerful 
dictating the terms of the political game. They will tell their people how modern they will be, how many 5-star hotels will be 
built, because modernity is not about institutions; it is about the trappings of power. They will say, We are not interested in 
Western women’s rights, polygamy is an integral part of our very being here. Democracy ? Shut up ! Are you Western ? What 
is wrong with you ? As we utilise these concepts of modernity, anti-modernity and West, what do we mean by them ? What 
is the West ? Where does it begin and where does it stop ? 
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Charles Jencks

It is positional and it works, doesn’t it ? 

Deniz Kandiyoti

I just told you it is positional. We have to simply suspend judgments. 

Jeremy Melvin

I think you are absolutely right in saying that if we go back a thousand years, the notion of the modern has been transformed 
in all sorts of ways. For example, over the 19th century, some of the most scientific research was in Russia, a country that 
was socially quite backward by most measures. But also the whole institution of Czarism was a recreation of Roman 
Empire, and a lot more than that. You can see the role of Czarism particularly in the literature and the great writings of 19th 
century. It was a massive intellectual emotional challenge to get to terms with the split of Russia and its culture. One can 
also look at the pure rhetorical gesture of Turkmenistan, to take another example.

Homa Farjadi
   
I hear a very interesting set of gaps that people are opening between the functional dimension of modern and its other 
dimensions. There is forever a gap between the way in which buildings function as an image and what they do. And 
modernism and modernity was able to exploit this in a very fundamental way. In fact, Karlsruhe in Germany is a very good 
example. I was amazed to see it when it was reconstructed as a kind of post-modern archaeology of its own self with its 
slightly widened streets, so that cars could go through the original town, the effect of which is a very beautiful example of 
a “modern” city that is totally against what it says it is. It claims to be a representation of Princeliness but it is all to do with 
tourism. 
 
Another example which comes to my mind is from Iranian cities that use the infrastructures as enabled by the system of 
waqf, the money or asset that is given by the devout for urbanisation, and they make a ghanat, which is a water irrigation 
system brought from the mountains to the city in order to enable urbanisation. All of this is produced as a result of focused 
Islamic devout belief in giving and sharing, and ultimately what it produces is what I consider a very primary modernity 
within the structure of the cities that it creates. So what I probably would say and what I hear from the presentations is that 
paradoxes of what we call modernity become much more palpable in architecture because of the fact that buildings do not 
do what they say, they do what they do and are always able to be appropriated. 
 
I would say Abu Dhabi has nothing to do with Islam but has everything to do with capitalism and media at its most rampant. 
The fact is that it is in an Islamic place is a geographic accident. I wonder if we can call it Muslim at all. Abu Dhabi has 
nothing to do with Islamic culture. These paradoxes in modernity are part of what one has to accept. Maybe at the beginning 
of the 20th century when radio and telegraph and all of those beautiful machines were developing, we could be much more 
emphatic and positive, but we have kind of understood that it does not work as purely as it claims to.   

Deniz Kandiyoti

My question remains unanswered. Is there any area we can define as the non-modern ? 

Masoud Kamali

Yes. According to definition of modernity the Dalai Lama is not modern, because he does not want to change people in the 
Tibet. The problem in Professor Kandiyoti’s discussion is that she does not tell us if we can have modern states without 
democracy.   
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Deniz Kandiyoti

I do not have any problem with it myself. Yes, we can have a modern state without democracy. 

Masoud Kamali

What is also missing here is the discussion of history of racism in Europe. Europeanisation of Europe that was published 
three years ago is a discussion of when Europe started to become Europe and against whom. You also wrote a book on 
infidels and the other-isation of history and the selection of history-telling. Islam has been a part of Europe as long as we 
have known Europe, Christianity and Islam. You have 500 years of Muslim rule in southern Europe, then you have the 
Ottoman Empire. When I was in Brussels two weeks ago, they were discussing the Ottomanisation of Europe. So I agree 
that the concept that West and Europe are constructions. What we did not discuss here is the concept of power. Who 
defines these concepts ? Societies which were not a part of the West are now a part of the West. Poland for example, has 
now become part of the West. 
 
I am conducting a European project called, “The European Dilemma” in which eight countries are engaged. When we 
started the project, Poland and Cyprus were part of the candidate states. So we are looking at what they are adopting 
from the West. The new waves of immigration within Europe and their impact on the guest and host societies are indeed 
interesting. History books and identities are changing. There is this continuous reconstruction of the identity against the 
others.  We are not discussing the issue of colonialism either. What is the meaning of the West ? How do you define 
the West ? I think if we answer these questions, it is easier to go further. Modernity and modernisation are very clear in 
sociology. It might not be as clear for others. There is a core to it, and as Asef said, if we dismiss it, there is no reason for 
this discussion. We do not want to go back to post-modernity and de-construct everything. 
 
Jacques Derrida and Michel Foucault famously discussed whether we are modern or not. What do we do about the 
apartheid in South Africa ? Jacques Derrida said I cannot participate in the 1981 demonstration against apartheid in Paris, 
because I do not believe in this kind of construction. But in the morning he participated in the demonstration and when 
he was asked why, he replied, Because I cannot deny this problem. Today, the problem of Muslims in Europe is not the 
Muslims’ problem. Muslims have always been a part of Europe. There is a new Orientalism going on. Wallerstein argues 
that colonial people are now part of us in our societies. The border of us/ them is an internal border in the West. The “other” 
of England are not only countries like Iran, but also the northern part of [England]. 

Farid Panjwani

I would like to go back to the notion of modern and anti-modern as Professor Sadria was discussing and the responses of 
Professor Bayat and Professor Kandiyoti. Masoud (Kamali)... raised many questions and I will point to three of them. There 
was an earthquake in Pakistan and India in 2005. A debate took place after that earthquake which was very reminiscent 
of the debate that took place after the 1755 Lisbon earthquake, [which is] often called the first modern natural disaster, 
because a divide came out there. People like Voltaire argued we should understand this as a natural phenomenon and the 
other group said, no, this is divine punishment. The same kind of debate took place in Pakistan in 2005. Some people with 
an anti-modern attitude said the earthquake was because of the obscenity and westernisation. If, by Masoud’s definition, 
I start to call this group modern, I will be left with no tools to make a distinction between these discourses. That is one 
question that I have. 

The second issue I wanted to raise, referring to what was said about Derrida, is that I think ethics comes into this 
because these anti-modern movements are not simply an intellectual idea of being anti-modern but they also have social 
consequences. They deny some of the achievements made in modern times including equality of gender, anti-slavery and 
so on. If we accept them as part of [what is] modern, we lose the intellectual right to critique them. Is that something that we 
can live with ? I think this goes back to what Masoud said about Derrida’s issue with his own philosophy and practice.  
 
The third issue I have is, who defines the anti-modern as modern ? Because it is now moderns who are saying that anti-
moderns are modern. The anti-moderns are not saying this and I think we are denying their own self-understanding of being 
anti-modern and saying, no, you are part of us. I think that goes against the very spirit of the idea of multiple modernities, the 
need to give others the right of self-definition. So these are the three difficulties I have with what Masoud suggests.
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Charles Jencks

I understand that Deniz (Kandiyoti) wanted to be the devil’s advocate but it appears that I am disagreeing with her. She 
argues that multiple modernities is a not a useful concept. Let me respond to that. I really think that we have to be historical 
here and see that the words modernity, modernism and modernisation have multiple meanings that arose in different ways. 
In a dictionary that was published in 1770, under the word modernism there is a quote from Shakespeare [defining] it as 
common, rubbish, vulgar, tat, and something you throw away. So the word “modern” [has not] not always meant what it 
means around this table : progressive, new, next, linear time, better than un-modern or anti-modern. 
 
What I am saying here is that it would be silly and unhistorical to not have a historical consciousness. Take the battle of 
the ancients and the moderns in the 17th century or the revival, in the Renaissance, that Filarete and the architects, who 
used the word every 30 pages, had to say [that their] audience always forgets what they meant by modern, because what 
I mean by modern is the good revival of the ancient, the classical. He was actually saying that modern is ancient, it is the 
Italian revival of Rome. Two hundred years later the battle of the ancients and moderns [became] an internalised modernist 
debate. If we [were to] think of our discussion now on a meta level, we would see that we are having a modern debate 
about the word modern and we are having the same troubles : that it means multiple things. Sometimes anti-modern things 
can be very positive. 
 
In 1980s David Harvey and others coined and managed to convince sociologists that the reactionary modernism of Hitler 
was real. Let us also admit that it referred to socialist, ecological, mass cultural improvements and that is why people went 
along with Hitler. This was anti-modern modern, regressive and certainly reactionary. But he was using and disputing 
the modern with “good modernism” if you like. I think we cannot not know that. I agree that it is a muddy, useless and 
changeable term, but I am convinced that it is going to be re-invented again and again, and we cannot deny it or get rid of 
it. I am convinced of that because people like Tony Blair, Sheikh Makhtoum and all politicians and people on the street [who 
are trying] to galvanise a global economy will use the word modern spontaneously again and again as an ideological word 
to mean progress and getting better. Why doesn’t Blair say, “I want to anti-modernise the National Health Service” ? He 
always says that he is going to modernise it. Modernise [in this sense] means to get better. Sixty years ago, when romantic 
classicism was brought into the corpus of modernity, modernism and modernisation, what were romantics ? Where they 
modern or anti-modern ? They were certainly anti-ninety percent of what was seen as modern. But then after twenty, thirty 
years they were seen as the true moderns. You cannot talk about modernism without talking about romanticism and anti-
modernism anymore. Léon Krier, who was teaching here at the AA (Architectural Association School of Architecture), was 
a very good anti-modernist. We used to call him the Ayatollah. He was really intolerant and negative in many respects. He 
broke the dishes and destroyed many things. And at certain points his arguments were brilliantly good in a modernist way, 
because they showed what was wrong with the modern city as conceived by modern architects. I think, for a short time, his 
anti-modernism was incredibly modern and progressive, but has become reactionary. 

Homa Farjadi 

You brought this up brilliantly. Of course, there is a difference between modernity and modernism which has been described 
very well in architecture. Léon Krier might be bashing modernism while bringing an aspect of modernity. He might be 
arguing against modernism’s styles, but not modernism’s devices. I think it is worth separating them. I am not personally 
bunching them together. 

Masoud Kamali 

We talked about anti-modernity and Ayatollahs. But the problem is that Ayatollahs are not anti-modern. They are very 
modern. That is where the whole discussion of anti-modernity really started. Hans Joas has a book called War and 
Modernity : Studies in the History of Violence in the 20th Century. He argues that modernity and modernisation has two 
sides : over-side of modernity and under-side of modernity. Over-side of modernity, according to him, is individualisation, 
democracy, human rights and so on. But modernity has another side, and that is the collective solutions for the problems 
that the modernity itself creates. These collective solutions are Fascism, Nazism, etc. You have leaders of revolutions who 
want to solve the problems that modernity itself creates. These two sides of modernity always go hand in hand. 
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Today, you have racist parties in governments of twelve European countries. What do they want ? It is a collective solution 
to human problems. If they have power, they can do whatever they want. Khomeini, as a radical clergy, has a different 
collective solution to human problems. Communism, Marxism, liberalism and market economy are among the other 
collective solutions to problems. 

Deniz Kandiyoti

Let me push this debate forward by backtracking from “Why Modernity ?” and bringing in other perspectives. The whole idea 
of modernity as progress, modernity as nationalism, and modernity as Enlightenment, not only has another side, which is 
colonialism, racism, etc., but represents some kind of a metaphysical break. This is the idea that was put about by critiques 
of modernity, that it is a particular way of apprehending the world that breaks completely with what goes before it, that it is 
the world as representation, the meta-physical creation of an inside and an outside. 
 
Of course there are some institutional consequences that float from this, which is that society becomes an object of 
intervention. You measure it, you make maps, you take population censuses, and a sort of deployment of disciplinary power 
comes with it. But basically this the way of talking about modernity and modern orders, which, far from looking at it as an 
anticipatory or liberatory enterprise looks at it as a new form of governmentality, coercion, discipline and social engineering. 
The Soviet model is a good example, because it has such a clear blueprint of social engineering laid in words like progress, 
the forward march of history and so on. But somehow the idea is that the modernity itself is violence, and a modern project 
is a violent project. I am just starting this and I am not going to reveal what I think about it myself. I will keep this for later, 
but I would like to put this on the table. I sort of find it de-problematic in many ways.

Charles Jencks

What about the Modernity and the Holocaust, the book by Zygmunt Bauman ? Do you accept the close relations between 
modernity and the Holocaust ? 

Deniz Kandiyoti

Well, at one level, yes. Technology made the Holocaust possible.  

Charles Jencks

What about Marshal Berman’s All That Is Solid Melts Into Air ? He is saying that modernity is violent. It is actually the 
violence of society and economy against itself. 

Masoud Kamali

We cannot discuss modernity without the discussion of war. War and modernity go hand in hand. 

Asef Bayat

Maybe one part of the problem we have regarding the anti-modern being modern and so on is that we do not perceive 
modernity as a contradictory entity. So you are either against it or for it. For instance, regarding Ayatollahs as modern can be 
right in some way and wrong in another way. The fact that literacy and education have [been] enhanced during the Islamic 
Republic of Iran and that women are public players in today’s Iran are modern aspects of the Ayatollahs’ governance. But 
abrogating the individual rights that women already had and taking them away is not modern. 
 
To me, this is a step backwards, because I think rights are very important. We should see modernity as a contradictory 
entity. So those who you consider anti-modern might not actually be anti-modern. They might be correctors because, 
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as I said, modernity has benefits and costs, and they want to cover the costs. As Habermas suggests, modernity is an 
‘unfinished project’. Those who we consider anti-modern are actually finishing the project of modernity. 

Fatemeh Hosseini-Shakib

You are all my masters, so if you allow me, I would like to ask a few questions instead of making comments. My first 
question is, What makes a country a modern country ? What are the elements that have to gather in one country to make it 
modern ? What is it that should be modern in a country ? The people ? The government ? The society ? 

We know that Islam is not against modernisation and it is almost certainly not against modernisation in architecture. 
Although modern architecture has trespassed on Islamic values of Muslims and they have been victims of modernisation, 
they are still not against modernisation. Why not base our modernity on modern thought, reasoning, secularisation, logic 
and so on ? What about modern individuals ? What about an individual who, as Professor Bayat said, wants to be modern 
but cannot afford the costs of modernity because of the current political system ? What kind of a person and country is this ? 
Do you count the desire to become modern in your calculations about the degree of modernity in a society ? What do you 
do with a nation which is far ahead of the government ? I think it is a modern country, I am not sure if it is Western modernity 
or anything else, for several reasons and it is not because it fails to have democracy, which I see as a part of Western 
modernity. Are we just negating the whole thing ? 
 
Political Islam in Iran has unconsciously used modern mechanisms for their non-modern or anti-modern goals. Many of 
the modern tools and mechanisms brought by the Islamic Republic motivated the new generation to become modern. For 
example, when I was going to school during the Shah’s era, the textbooks of our Islamic education courses comprised of 
stories of prophets and imams and Islamic ethics. But after the Islamic Revolution these books were packed with all these 
ideas of materialism, communism, nihilism, liberalism, etc, and Islam was introduced as a better discourse and refuting and 
rebutting all the mentioned ideologies. 

As a result, we unconsciously learned that there are other ideologies and we learned to argue against those Islamic 
values. My grandmother nagged me, saying that this Islamic government is showing you that communism and liberalism 
and democracy exist. Before the revolution, we were only taught about God, no one explained religion, but after the 
Revolution everyone learned to question the official interpretation of Islam. The Islamic government is not saying that we 
are not interested in women’s rights. They say that they are interested in it in the right way. How about the semi – or quasi 
– democracies, semi-elections and other semi-modern things in a country like Iran ? How can we negate all this ?  

Stefan Weber

I would like to stress again that modernity is the very process of becoming modern, whether you like it or not. And this 
process is a connected process. For example, global warming is something that happens and we cannot deny it. This global 
warming has consequences, no matter what you call it, modern or anti-modern, because it exists and it exists because 
it is interconnected. Global warming would never have existed if this inter-connectedness was not there. The process of 
modernity expresses itself in different moments, different places, and in different layers. 

Masoud Kamali

While Professor Bayat says that Ayatollahs are not modern because they take away the individual’s rights, I say that they 
are modern exactly because they do that. Hitler did it; Fascism did it. ‘Modern’ is the collective answer to human problems. 
For instance, Paul Wolfowitz believes that if you have an educated leader, you do not need democracy and rights. To him, 
democracy costs too much. You and I may not like Nazism, Fascism and Wolfowitz, but we cannot deny that they are 
modern. When the Nazist party took power in Denmark, they took away the individual rights of people who had not been in 
Denmark for seven years to return to their homes. In Sweden we have 5,000 immigrants per week coming from Denmark 
because the Nazists are not in power in Sweden. Modernity is not necessarily good. There is always a challenge between 
the two sides of modernity. The ways the Ayatollahs are solving social problems are modern. You may say it is not the same 
as in England or Sweden, but you cannot deny it is modern. Even in Sweden, we have sociologists coming from the USA 
who say Sweden is not democratic, because the laws of the welfare system control everything...
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Asef Bayat

But I do not understand what makes the abrogation of laws modern ? You seem to have a peculiar definition of a modern 
state.

Masoud Kamali

To me the modern state is a state that changes and reorganises society. Before the modern era, states did not change and 
reorganise societies. 

Charles Jencks

I have just finished my book about critical modernism and came to the conclusion that by the 1920s all the modernisms, 
which were many and were competing against each other, became what I call ‘prefix modernisms’. The words modern and 
modernism were too messy, and therefore, they invented all these prefixes. Some of these prefix modernities, however, 
were invented after the fact, like ‘reactionary modernism’. The argument that Hitler, Franco, Mussolini, and Stalin were 
reactionary modernists, and William Krier was a positive modernist, who became a reactionary modernist, is now completely 
traditional and conceivable and known. It is not an unknown argument ; it has been around for more than 40 years. The most 
upsetting book is Modernity and the Holocaust by Zygmunt Bauman that takes Weber seriously. It says ok, instrumental 
reason : we have to take away your rights because there are massive problems here, and it is reasonable to do that. So you 
find here, the dark side of modernity. There really is a dark side to modernity and no one is disputing that anymore. 
 
We are prefix modernists. All this reminds of the French Revolution done in anti-costume and Roman dress. It also reminds 
of the American Revolution, which was again done in classical costume, and the cases in which you dressed up and killed 
your father and mother just as the French Revolution did. That is how the Catholic Church, the French and American 
revolutions, and the West, in its terrible dirty, bloody, revolutionary modernisation, work. It seems to me that is very much 
how the new improved detergent works today. It is also why Abu Dhabi is challenging Dubai, because it is very real problem 
in Abu Dhabi, it has all the oil for the next 300 years but Dubai has managed to control these other things, which are growing 
much faster than Abu Dhabi. The people of Abu Dhabi are behind, and that is why they have commissioned all these good 
modern architects, celebrities and elites to catch [them] up. You might think it is an accident that it is in a Muslim land, but I 
do not think so. Let me go back to the issue of tea and opium. Opium was the best money that the world market could buy, 
because it was small and people wanted it. So it was the world’s money market in 1820, the opium of the masses was really 
opium and really money. I think that it is still driving the system. I suppose I am becoming a vulgar Marxist.  

Homa Farjadi

I hear all these different arguments and it looks as though that we can go back and say the Ayatollahs, Abu Dhabi, and 
Turkmenistan are doing different versions of modernity, but are we really talking about the same values here ? Is the mere 
fact that they are all going forward supposed to mean that they are looking for the same human being or values ? I agree 
that at the end we do want to say that there is a difference in their programmes, ideals and definitions of what humanity or 
dignity of the individual is all about. I would think that although they might have used the same instruments to reach their 
goals, they were looking for different things, and it is worth defining that and making a distinction somewhere.

Masoud Kamali

No, I do not think that they are looking for different things. They are all into organising society for solving collective problems. 
Of course, you have different kinds of solutions to collective problems…

Homa Farjadi

Is that a value-free way solving problems ?
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Masoud Kamali

No, a value-free society is a myth. Nothing is value-free, even our discussion here. What I am saying is that you may not 
like the kind of modernity that Iran has, but you cannot call it non-modern because women have not the same rights as in 
England and political rights are not like [they are] in England.

Homa Farjadi

So you think that modernity is an instrument, not a value ?

Masoud Kamali

Different modernities have different values. Shmuel N. Eisenstadt, for example, argues that in the Soviet Union you are 
creating a socialist man. The socialist man has a value. In Germany, you are killing the disabled, because a good human 
being has to be handsome, beautiful and strong. Obviously humans have values, but you are implying that there are values 
that all humans share. This is not true. As Charles Taylor says, we always have conflict of values. 

Deniz Kandiyoti

I really want to go back to Fatemeh (Hosseini-Shakib’s) intervention. She was trying to tell us something and we cannot 
leave it there. I want to share with you an anecdote about Iran which I am still thinking about and cannot solve. I was full 
of these understandings that you can have different kinds of feminisms, which take different phases, and I went to Tehran 
for the first time. After a conference I was talking to a number of young girls who were all veiled. Iran is the only country 
in the world in which you can be very strictly veiled and look beautiful. They were about the age at which they must have 
been raised entirely under the Islamic Republic. So I thought they would not know the difference. I told them that I am very 
impressed by women in Iran and they started complaining and telling me that it is not like this. Suddenly, and this is where 
I want reflection, one of them turned to me and said, “Why can’t we just be normal ?” She did not say, ‘Western’, she said 
‘normal’. We have to think about this. 
 
This young woman, subjectively, was experiencing what she was being subjected to as anomalous and abnormal. People 
are sitting in the West talking about ‘Western feminism’, while this girl in Iran, who knew nothing about ‘Western feminism’ 
and was raised under Khomeini regime, also wants the same thing and uses the word normal in referring to women’s rights. 
She asked, Why can’t we be normal ? I had no answer for this. It had never occurred to  [me to] think in those terms.
 
Her choice of the word normal was really interesting. I asked her where she was born. She said, In Iran, after the revolution. 
I said, Isn’t this normal ? She said, No, it is not normal. I am not making a value judgment. I am putting on the table word 
by word what I got from this young woman. What I asked was this : How is it that a young woman, who has known no other 
regime than Khomeini’s regime, explains her state not in terms of feminism, modernity or democracy, but normality. This is 
what struck me, the use of the word normal.   

Farrokh Derakhshani

It is very interesting that we are talking about what the individual and society thinks of these definitions. I think it is very 
important to note that each human being has got different layers, and at each moment some of these layers move up and 
down. And at certain moments in ones life or a society’s life, these layers solidify and that is where people or societies can 
go wrong. But this is something that does not continue for good. The important question is, How do people and societies 
identify themselves ? 
 
There is a related anecdote which is interesting. Shirin Akiner – an expert on Central Asia, told me that one day in the 
1990s she was sitting in her office in SOAS talking to some people from Kyrgyzstan. [They] told her that they were very 
upset, because since television had come to Kyrgyzstan, women were becoming more traditionalist and religious and 
were increasingly wearing hijab. She asked, Which television do you watch in Kyrgyzstan, is it the Iranian television ? They 
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responded, No, the Turkish television. She asked, Why ? They said, Because the Turkish television has got all these shows 
and these are exactly the problem, because you do not understand us. When these singers with décolleté are shown on 
the TV shows, we consider them from Moscow ; they are not us. But when they show people that are watching the singer, 
most of them are wearing veils, we identify ourselves with them. They do not identify themselves with the dancer who is 
half-naked, but with the religious audience. 
 
It is interesting how one identifies oneself in a certain time in this world. People like Sheikh Makhtoum identify themselves 
as modern, there is nothing that is modern which belongs to someone else, they want to have all the modern. The same 
thing was going on in my generation in Iran. When I was going to university in Tehran in the 1970s, we never thought that 
we had anything less than other friends of mine who had come back form UCLA or London. Not only that, we thought we 
had another layer that they lacked. Therefore, we thought that we were superior to the Westerners, because we had more 
layers and were aware of them. So it all goes back to this different layers and how it works in one’s mind in one moment. 
 
Modernism is an evolution, and it is the speed of that evolution at different moments which matters. Who are the actors who 
are pushing some parts of each layer to go forward ? And that is when modernity happens between normality. You always 
have this interplay of normal evolution and modernity. In social sciences, you can forget whatever is said about societies 
when it passes. What was said in the 1960s or 1970s was said and is now finished. But buildings remain and you cannot 
get rid of them. You may be able to get rid of many social and economic problems and theoretical discussions, but buildings 
remain as a part of reality. That is why the built environment from previous periods and thoughts can have a negative 
impact. The whole idea of going back and living in an old house is a very modern idea. Only for someone who lives in an 
urban area, living in old houses might be attractive. 

Charles Jencks

Marx did say that alienation brings consciousness. In fact, consciousness is a form of alienation, because when you are 
conscious of two different states and you compare them as a modern shopper, you develop a shopping mentality, which 
I think is highly developed in Dubai. In the 19th century, they used things like gold and they were great traders. And today, 
it is said that shopping develops your brain. In any case, to jump from that to consciousness as a critical consciousness, 
and coming out of modernity, my feeling is that this argument is now so compressed everywhere that, on the one hand, 
everybody is fed up with it and bored with modernity, modernism, but on the other hand it keeps coming back like a fever 
every so often and [even] gets raised. This is because it occupies a semantic space so strongly that even if you want to kill 
it and say, let us not talk about it for ten years, you will not be successful. It will be reinvented tomorrow, like God, it keeps 
getting reinvented despite its death. 
 
That is why I put forward both the critical modernism and prefix modernisms in which values come in. We all have very 
strong values, there is no question. And my view is that [if you] compress modernisms and you make it conscious, when 
modern artists are conscious of all the moves they can make, they become hyper-conscious and they may get very boring 
as artists, but they cannot get rid of the anxiety of the modern. This anxiety is just there, because of the market, progress, 
being taken over, tenure, etc. We are living in that culture of anxiety. And in that sense, modernisation is a driving force. We 
may be able to lessen its violence, but it is going to go on. So what matters is the prefix. If we call ourselves different kinds 
of modernists, then we can define the values to ourselves consciously and say, I am not a reactionary modernist, I believe 
in this and this. So we realise that there is this possibility of choice. 
 
Even if the term modern is too messy and you want to get rid of it, it is going to be reinvented, and therefore prefix 
matters. And I would argue that the critical is deep in the tradition. In other words, the critical comes out of the condition of 
consciousness, alienation and the problem of modernity. That is why I say fundamentalism is a modern movement, look at 
Hamas, look at places where fundamentalism has a strong hold, and you will see that it is precisely what Masoud said. It is 
answering all these collective problems in a very real sense ; it is feeding people, it is clothing...

Farrokh Derakhshani

Yesterday, I saw this photo of a young man who was an advocate of Hamas. He had a very western look, with a lot of gel in 
his hair and no beard, and a t-shirt on with the Hamas logo on it. This photo was very interesting for me, because it showed 
that being in Hamas today does not necessarily mean looking traditional.
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Masoud Kamali

In the universities of Turkey, it is forbidden to wear hijab. Many Turkish women take away their scarf in the university and put 
it back on when they go out. They are actually protesting and saying we do not want to be normal as you say. The interesting 
thing about Turkey is that although there were seventy years of Kamalism and hard secularisation, Islamic parties have won 
the elections in each and every election that has been held in the country. That is a dilemma, Are they reactionary ? Are they 
not responding to collective problems ? Now everyone agrees that the current government of Turkey is the most progressive 
government it has ever had after the World War. 
 
In Europe, it is perfectly normal to have two parties in power for 40 years or more, like in Germany and the UK. In Sweden 
political parties come and even change the religious books and say that Christianity is normal, but Islam is nothing. Do you 
call this modern or not ? The thing is how we look at the normality. As Pierre Bourdieu says, we make the normal ; he talks 
about the habituation of normality. I think it is very dangerous to go into this discussion of normal and abnormal. 

Deniz Kandiyoti

You have to understand that the word normality was not used by me. I was expressing my surprise at the young woman’s 
choice of words. What is happening in Turkey is something quite different, because in Turkey what you have, unlike Iran, is 
a government where women have choice. I have this famous story of a Turkish colleague who decided to do a conference… 
He invited a bunch of Iranian colleagues. The Iranian invitees decided to come by bus. So they got in the bus and all the 
women were veiled, but when they passed the Turkish frontier, all the women unveiled. However, there was a woman 
sitting there who was not unveiled. They told her, Hey ! We are over the Turkish border. And she responded : I know, I am 
Turkish. 
 
This is an important story, because here was a woman who was actually exercising choice. She was a woman who had 
decided that she wanted to veil for whatever reasons. The Turkish state makes it impossible for these women to exercise 
their choices in the universities, and they militantly protest again exercising their choice. This is a very interesting case, 
because Islamist parties win elections by default. When you look at the statistics, the vote that Islamist parties take has 
never exceeded the maximum of 34 %. There has been a big nationwide survey in Turkey where people were asked, “How 
would you rate yourself in terms of religiosity ?” 65 – 68 % of people said they are very religious and devout. Next question : 
how many of you would favour a state based on the Sharia ? Only less than 2 % responded positively. We are talking about 
a very complex sociological phenomenon. 

In Turkey you have a society where people would like to practice their religion and beliefs freely including veiling, but they 
are at the same time very clear about not wanting a state that will tell them what to do. 

Masoud Kamali
 
I do not agree with that. This is against what is said in the books that we use.

Deniz Kandiyoti

This is empirically established that Turkish society is totally clear that it does not want a state based on the Sharia. Turkey 
has been misrepresented hugely. One of the things that I find very depressing is how stereotyped everything is that is 
being put about. You have this completely simplistic and distorted picture of Turkey in which there is military secularist 
top-downers, bureaucrats, Islamists, democracy and the people. Nothing could be further from the truth. This depiction is, 
sociologically, pure rubbish. A lot of books written about Turkey, media and television are propagating this distorted image 
of Turkey. So there are complexities and here we come back to what Professor Homa Farjadi was saying about the issue of 
values. Do we accept a form of rules where the power of the state is brought to bear on the latitude of choices that people 
are allowed to make ? The authoritarian part of the Turkish state does use that power against the girls who want to veil inside 
universities, but of course it is much softer compared to societies where the police go around beating people and sending 
them home if they do not veil correctly. These women in Turkey still have a way of protesting and they are not thrown in jail 
for doing so. It is not perfect, but there is a degree of pluralism. 
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Masoud Kamali
 
No, this is not true. They hang people in the street. In 1916, 1922, 1944, 1968 among other dates, the Turkish government 
killed people in the street. 

Deniz Kandiyoti

No, we are talking about today’s Turkey. We are not talking about the military coup. We are talking about the legal disposition 
of the country vis-à-vis people choosing different lifestyles and, even though there is state secularism, at the moment 
nobody is being hanged or stoned or thrown into jail as far as I know. I think that this is part of trying to be a pluralist 
democracy. What the people who demonstrated on the street had against the Islamic government was the fact that they 
had started to encroach upon that area of latitude. They started slowly doing things, and the people went to the streets and 
the slogans were, ‘Neither the army, nor the Sharia. This was the voice of civil society, saying we would like a society where 
we can freely choose what we want to do. 

Charles Jencks
 
Exactly ; people are slightly more sophisticated than the analysts. 

Fatemeh Hosseini-Shakib

I would like to reflect on that issue of normality. I have been raised in Iran and [was] there until 2002. So I think I have the 
right to say what that girl means by saying, Why can’t we be normal?. Wearing what you want or not covering your hair is 
the norm in almost all parts of the planet. What she meant was simply, Why we cannot be like all other women in the world ? 
And then look at the history of what we call Manto, a long dress with which most women cover their body in Iran. It started 
from a very simple thing, you just had to cover your body with it, and there was no talk of its length, tightness and colour. 
But the women gradually changed this long and loose dress, and made it shorter and tighter with brighter colours. One 
can even make an animation of the gradual changes of Manto. The Manto causes practical problems in the cold and warm 
weather, and it looks ridiculous because it is simply not normal. But there is also another side to it.
 
Although women’s clothes in Iran are not normal, other aspects of their lives are normal. After all, 64% of students in Iran 
are women now. This was not the case before the Islamic Revolution, because people who were religious did not trust the 
government and did not send their children to universities. I think this real presence of Iranian women in almost all social 
spheres is a tangible element of modernity. 
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Deniz Kandiyoti

First of all, I have to thank Masoud for a truly fascinating and rich presentation, and say that I feel rather ill-equipped to 
comment on Iranian history, which is not my field of expertise. I [will] very much count on Professor Asef Bayat to fill in any 
gaps. I think what I might do is to start at the beginning of the presentation with modernisation theory, and maybe give a 
slightly different reading of the same data that we have been presented, showing which bits I agree with and where I have 
serious problems and questions.

I start with modernisation theory. I think that it may be helpful to make a distinction between two modernisations. The 
first one is modernisation as an occurring phenomenon, as a historical event, and as a great transformation. Where this 
modernisation occurs, it is self-contested. Some people have argued that it is not necessarily in Europe that modernisation 
has occurred. Some even go far as saying that the most clear experiments were in the colonies like the West Indies or India.  
The second side of modernity is modernity as a discursive formation, that is to say, how it is constructed as a discourse with 
various values like progress, Enlightenment, etc.

I am afraid there was a certain confusion between these two levels in your presentation in the sense that I think it should be 
still possible to talk about modernisation as a process, as distinct from modernity as a discourse, as a discursive formation 
with implications of racial hierarchy, assumptions of technological superiority, etc. 

This is crucial because my reading of the Iranian situation is precisely that, under the Islamic Republic, a process of societal 
modernisation has been under way, which the state has not been able to contain. In other words, I am going to argue that 
the paradox of revolutions is that [the regime] mobilises citizenry that the same regime then finds difficult to contain, and has 
to resort to cruder and cruder ideological devices in order to do so, and this will be bring me to Ahmadinejad. I think we have 
to first make this crucial distinction between these two levels of looking at modernity, because otherwise it becomes totally 
impossible to recognise societal changes and sociological modernisation, which Iran has in common with many countries. 

We may discuss why under the Islamic Republic these processes of modernisation, which happened much earlier in many 
other countries of the Middle East, occurred. Of course, that has to do with the political economy of Iran and the fact that it is 
an oil rentier state where the rulers hardly had to mobilise their citizenry. This was not the case in Turkey where the Republic 
had to really mobilise its citizenry and had to tax them, educate them, etc. So there are fundamental differences.

The part at which I am in full agreement in your paper is your interpretation of the modernity and novelty of the Shia 
doctrine of Velayat-e faqih. In fact, this interpretation is also found in the works of scholars like Sami Zubeida and Abbas 
Vali. But what I would like to take a little bit of time reflecting on is, why Islamic modernity ? Because when you look at the 
mobilising frame utilised by the Islamic Republic and you take it apart in the manner that Ervand Abrahamian did looking at 
populism, you see that what is crucial there is the coming together of very different factors. One of them, very importantly, is 
nationalism. It is a form of Shiism as Iranian nationalism, in other words it is mobilising the religious idiom to stake a place 
in the Iranianness which is no longer Persepolisism, it is Shiism. 

That becomes very clear in the war with Iraq. What Abrahamian and others seem to say is that there is a coming together of 
Shia idiom and imagery, anti-colonial Third World-ism, the great enemy outside, the Great Satan, and a recuperation of Iran 
in a national sense through this discourse. This discourse, for its continuation, is as reliant and dependent on an outsider 
that threatens the Iranian polity. This is why you have to continue having an outsider. The Great Satan is very important: 
it has to be there to draw the boundaries. These are not simply the boundaries of the Ummah, but very specific Iranian 
boundaries. But this is not my argument, because I am not an Iranian expert, so I will not pursue it.  

Discussion
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What I had a real difficulty with in this paper is the way in which you utilise the concept of civil society. I will tell you why. 
It is because you make a distinction between so-called ‘indigenous civil society’, which presumably consists of what you 
consider to be traditional classes, bazaaris, ulema, etc., and ‘westernised civil society’. However, I find that I agree with 
the part that you want to have a more precise usage of the concept of civil society ; you do not call anything civil society. 
Before this we used the word socioeconomic classes and strata groups, but now we seem to have changed terminology 
and to have substituted civil society with the older sociological terminologies that we used to deploy. I will explain why I 
have problem with this distinction. In particular, I have problems with the concept of ‘westernised civil society’. What is 
westernised about it ? Taking the case of Turkey, I argue that what you call ‘westernised civil society’ is as indigenous as 
the other form. 

For example, in Turkey you have very strong professional associations. With becoming part of a modern economy, you 
have had the creation of numerous professions, and these professions have organised themselves into organised groups, 
some of which are very strong. For example, the women’s lawyers association in Turkey is extremely powerful. So much 
so that when the Islamic Government came into power and the EU said you now have to regularise your legal system and 
you must comply with gender equality, the Islamic government was totally unprepared, but the women’s lawyers association 
had re-written the constitution and labour laws already. So they told the government, do not worry, here is a prepared written 
law. The package was passed in the parliament in one session and it is the most progressive set of laws since Mustafa 
Kemal Atatürk’s reforms in the 1920s. This was an absolutely revolutionary and phenomenal achievement aiming at the 
elimination of all discrimination between genders. Why is this women’s lawyers association westernised ? There is nothing 
westernised about it. 

This association consists of women in the legal profession in Turkey who have organised themselves into a lobbying 
association. They would certainly not consider themselves any more westernised than the ladies association of the Islamist 
party. Doing this has, automatically, an underlying essentialist nativistic discourse whereby only Islamically-organised civil 
society formations are indigenous and the rest are somehow western or westernised. So much so that these women’s 
associations, including some women’s NGOs who recently took two million people on the streets in Istanbul, had against 
the figure of the Islamist candidate for presidency, an American flag. In other words, it was the other way around. The 
secularist on the streets were claiming indigeneity for themselves and accusing the Islamist Government of being stooges 
of the Americans, which in some senses they could be, because they are the darlings of the investment funds. Capitalists 
want this government in power because they have been fantastic, they have complied with everything the World Bank and 
the IMF wanted and are running a brilliant neoliberal economy. 

This is what Rafsanjani is saying in Iran. He is saying, Give me power and I will be good, but what I [Rafsanjani] do inside 
my country is my business. And that is exactly the position in Turkey. They are saying, Give us the power ; we will run a great 
capitalist economy but what we do inside with school books, little girls, etc. is our business. But civil society in Turkey is 
saying, No, it is our business. I think this is why there were so many flags in the streets ; it was the iconic side of it. In other 
words, the Quran is so powerful that you have to take an equally powerful symbol. So you have the clash of indigeneities 
there. It is not a fight between the westernised secularists and the indigenous Islamists. When you take that perspective, 
you can ask, What is westernised ? Where does the West stop ? Where does the indigenous start ? What I am saying is that 
we should find another way of talking about these formations because otherwise we run the risk of becoming ideological 
hand maidens to those who want to politically marginalise people who do not fall in with any Islamist agenda. In other words, 
AKP would be delighted to call these people demonstrating ‘the westernised civil society’. The foreigners are among us ! 
What these people are saying is that we are not the foreigners, we are the owners of this country, we care and furthermore, 
we are more nationalistic than you because we will, if need be, protect the national interest against foreign capitalist powers 
better than you do. That is why there were American flags in their hand. It is very important to understand these symbols 
and iconographies.

Coming back to Iran, I think that there are two things that one must distinguish. One is the sociology of revolutions. What 
is clear is that revolutions have things in common… whatever their agenda may be, progressive, reactionary, fascist, 
socialist, etc., they do rely on a more mobilised citizenry. They have to mobilise their citizenry. So whether or not the Islamist 
government had an Islamic agenda, they had an interest in having women on the streets. The Islamic Revolution was a 
modern revolution, and unlike the Taliban they were happy to have veiled women marching on streets as militants of that 
revolution. The trouble, though, is that mobilised citizenries develop expectations of the system. Gradually, the original 
fervour of the revolution gets forgotten and scrutinised, and you have generations of young people who [have] grown up 
only under the Islamic Republic. So you have an extremely young population, around 70% under 30, that has now benefited 
from the mobilisational aspects of the revolution [and are] more educated, more mobile, more urban, etc.
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What you have had under the Iranian Revolution is a genuine modernisation of society with speed, to an extent that did 
not occur under either the Reza Shah or Mohammad Reza. This modernisation was not because of the institutions of the 
Iranian Revolution, which were revolutionary in the sense that they did what all revolutionary regimes do : they took over 
society and co-opted it and created their own apparatchiks. All revolutionary systems go through a radical phase and then 
a phase of consolidation and corrupt routinisation. Now the real problem is the problem of corrupt routinisation, which 
means that the spoils are shared by various groups in society, and usually the revolutionaries themselves do not get their 
fair share. What happens then is that this mobilised citizenry starts making expectations and demands. Women, who are 
on the streets, say they want equal rights and they start pushing the Islamic regime. And of course these were the forces 
that were behind Khatami. 

The great popularity of Khatami was because there was a young generation that was modernised wanting the government 
to match. But as we all know, that did not work out and Khatami could not pull it off. Actually, I do not think he could, because 
unless you change the constitution you cannot have a democratic government in Iran. After all, this is a system in which 
MPs do not have parliamentary immunity. I think as long as you have a democratic system under a constitution of that type, 
there is no way you can have any kind of reform. So what happens is that you have a phenomenon like Ahmadinejad who 
tries to revive the radical goals of the revolution. 

Once you start thinking of society as having its own momentum, the modernisation that society undergoes does not have to 
be multiple at all, because it is a phenomenon that you have in all modernising societies. You have literate, mobile, urban 
populations with expectations, needs and demands. This phenomenon occurred much earlier in Turkey which is why now 
we are able to talk about what Masoud calls, ‘westernised civil society’ and I call, ‘Turkish civil society’ in Turkey. I think the 
plague of Iran precisely was that it was a rentier state and oil economy, and therefore it is only a revolution that mobilised 
citizenry and made it a modern society. At least that is my reading of it but, as I said, I am not an Iranian expert and I will 
stop here.

Abdou Filali-Ansary

Thank you very much for your most interesting comments. We will open the floor to discussion after listening to the remarks 
of Professor Charles Jencks and Professor Stefan Weber. After the discussions, we will give our speaker the opportunity to 
respond to or reflect on these comments.
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Stefan Weber

I am new to this discussion [and I] am amazed that people who have been working in these areas are still struggling with 
modernity, modernism and modernisation. I am happy that Masoud has brought up the notion of multiple modernities, but 
I still find myself uncomfortable using and applying it. I will try to figure out what is it that we are talking about in another 
way. 

First of all, I think we have a lot of problems to distinguish, because specific things that happened in the 19th and 20th 
centuries have to do with a sort of modernisation that has been run by certain centres of the West. I am of course not talking 
about the entire West, since some local areas like the countryside in Holland, Belgium and Germany did not modernise 
until the very beginning of the 20th century and were not part of modernisation and modernity. So we have the problem that 
the successful model of modernisation came from the West, a model that has been very hegemonic and powerful. That is 
why we are always talking against the West and when we talk about how modernity expresses itself in different places we 
are always referring to the West and protesting against it. We are always… treating the West as a totality and missing the 
distinctions between it. Also, people who are looking for alternative modernities, like Khomeini, cannot totally ignore this 
Western model of modernity so, along with the Velayat-e faqih, which has nothing to do the modern nation-state, he talks 
about the Majlis and Rahbari, which has not been developed in the Velayat-e faqih. 

We also have another problem with what caused this interaction in modern times, which has been developed in centres in 
the West, and has to do with means of communication and transportation including traffic, steam machines, steam boats, 
railways, airplanes, cars, photograph, telegraph, radio, television, etc... That is why we sometimes mix the machine with the 
process that is happening. Then we have values that are to do with modernity and being modern. Before I come back to my 
own solution to the problem, I will look to modernisation and the critique of modernisation theory because I think it is about 
what is the process [has been] in the 19th and 20th centuries, what is modernisation and the theory of modernisation and 
where multiple modernities may help us [to] discuss the plural expressions of modernisations, which are unequal in time 
and quality in different places and might be local, regional or international, as I see it from my geographical background. I 
think using the concept of civilisation is a kind of simplification.

If we keep mixing modernisation theories and all its critiques, like multiple modernities, we miss the definition of time and 
a process in time. If we say modernisation is linear because [it] has also happened there and there, we will then try to see 
if our linear understanding fits in different settings or not, so we then talk about the trans-regional mobilisation in the 12th 
century in a place or civil society in another or Ibn Khaldun discussing civil society, etc. and we try to fit elements of different 
historical contexts in this model of linear history which is really Western history. Alternatively, we might be very relative and 
say, No, there are plural expressions of modernity. This discussion, and being critical, is very good but does not help us 
with modernity, which is a concept that has to do with a process inside societies and among societies, which is then what 
you call the quality of modernity.

Since I am running out of time, I [will] try to very shortly give a model of how we can think of modernity. Some scholars 
suggest that there is a specific time, which has different expressions in different regions, but also has similarities ; they are 
parallel processes. One of those could be modernity and another could be Enlightenment. We have problems because 
the notions have been developed in the West, so if we apply them to different regions, we are directly in a trap, but to think 
about parallel processes in different places would be very helpful. We have unspeakable inequalities between different 
places, but they are equal in time. Modernisation happened more or less at the same time in different places but in different 
ways. We might talk about differences in local, regional or global settings. For example, in the last decade, theories have 
been developed about local modernities in Europe. These theories distinguish between places and social strata to say this 
process has not happened the same way everywhere. These differences have nothing to do with Islam or the West, it is all 
about the fact that a process expresses itself differently in different settings. 

Discussion
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I think modernisation is not an exclusive process. This is why one should be very critical [of] the term ‘westernisation’. In a 
time of growing interaction of different regional settings, models are taken over and re-interpreted in regional settings, to the 
needs of the local society. These models are sometimes taken over and even developed further insofar as one cannot say 
they are copies of the West or westernisation. These are not distinguished by cultural boundaries but by different regional 
settings. So I think we should talk about parallel processes. And to evaluate how much societies are part of modernity, we 
may think about how this society was able to achieve what it needs. 

The countrysides of Germany or the Mediterranean were not the ones who came up with steamboats or railways, but they 
made something out of them to respond to their needs. We should ask how much they have been part of this complicated 
cultural development and how much they have been able to take over new ideas and express them into something new 
for their own meaning and life. So, to think about modernity, we should think about how these different elements express 
themselves differently in different times and settings. For example, in Damascus houses were suddenly divided in the 19th 
century because of the need and desire for privacy. Our modern toilets and all the development of European houses are 
also to do with privacy. The same thing, the need for privacy, for example, was expressed differently in different settings. 
That is why I prefer to use [the term] ‘alternative modernities’ because ‘alternative’ keeps the concept and the model and 
regards the West as a copy of it. So to me, it is important to look at local modernities.   

Farrokh Derakhshani

In reality globalisation has happened everywhere, especially in the past few decades, so nothing is private or isolated any 
more. Events that are happening in any part of the world are inter-connected to what is happening on the other side of 
the world. The way people live is under the direct influence of this globalisation. Going back to architecture, the number 
of houses and buildings that have been built in the developing countries, including Iran, in the past 20 years is five times 
the amount of buildings built during the whole [of ] history. So whatever is there in Iran is very contemporary, as opposed to 
what we see in European countries. 

I remember that once when I was invited for a conference in Isfahan in Iran. The Minister of Housing wanted to inaugurate 
a series of apartment houses. I went with them inside the apartments and saw this Western style of apartment with two 
bedrooms, a living room and an open kitchen that were built by a group of people who were extremely [doctrinaire]  and 
Islamic. It was also interesting that they called the kitchen [an] “open ashpazkhane !” If you want to make Iranian cuisine, it 
smells so bad you need to do it in a kitchen that is private. So it was interesting that the designers of these apartments had 
just copied the Western model without understanding the needs and culture of their own people. 

Two years later I went to Bam to contribute to its reconstruction and visited a small village 50 kilometres [away], really in the 
middle of nowhere. I was amazed that even in that small village the kitchens were open. Someone told me that the reason 
for this was that women wanted to be in the centre of the house to be able to control everything. You can see the same 
sort of influence in apartment houses. Before the revolution, [the] apartment house was very new in Iran. There were only 
a series of luxury apartment houses and those who wanted to live a Western life used to buy them. So people did not know 
how to live together. Living in an apartment is of course different from living in the neighbourhoods. 

It is very interesting that now around 80 percent of television soap operas in Iran are about the relationships of people living 
in apartment houses. Is this modernity ? It seems to me that people in the world are increasingly sharing the same values. 
They are now having more shared values than they have ever had in history. These days the whole notion of discovery, 
which used to be important before, has gone, because you are so much aware of wherever you go and you have more 
shared values. Are these shared values modernity ? 

Charles Jencks

In yesterdays BD there was this interesting news that Rem Koolhaas and Norman Foster, two of the world’s leading 
architects, have clashed over claims of a “remarkable similarity” between two of their most ambitious projects. If you look 
at it, they are both claiming [theirs] to be the most radical design ever designed : they both claim the most ecological design 
ever designed. They both claim that they invented it and amazingly they both claim that it is completely traditional !  
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Deniz Kandiyoti

Arjun Appadurai, who is an anthropologist, coined this idea of ‘modernity at large’. He is arguing that it is useless to talk about 
whether it is Western or not Western because now modernity is at large and it is circulating in different and unpredictable 
ways. So therefore, he feels that we have somehow gone beyond trying to call it local, multiple, etc., and that the circulation 
of objects is very important, so that television changes patterns of socialisation where everybody watches together : men, 
women and children. I think attacking this angle from the usage of space is actually hugely revealing, because you have 
concrete manifestation of change and tangibility of special use. You can see, for example, that people are no longer 
separated because everybody watches television. I am simply saying that this is a very productive point of entry.

Modjtaba Sadria

I think the element that allowed the universalisation a certain pattern of consumption of built environment, which one could 
call the ideology of bigger and more, I guess this is what Farrokh (Derakhshani) is referring to as sharing the same value, 
has a fundamental condition that I do not think can be continued. That condition is unlimited access to resources. If we 
accept that resources are limited, then the locality, including local knowledge, which would encompass notions of space, 
of light and shadow, intimacy and public etc., the values that are attached to that locality will re-emerge. In Japan, many 
involved in critical perspectives on built environments have opposed the policies of intense and rapid modernization that 
was requiring to let go all local references that Japanese used to have in order to become able to work in factories, on 
technology and live in what is symbolized in mansion buildings way of life, and now, they think that the cost of living in 
mansion buildings in the past and present, would be to transform the whole Japanese territory in regions threatened by 
atomic energy centres and their wastes. On the one hand, and on the other hand, even with this, reproducing the model of 
living in mansion buildings, has become quasi-impossible. The choice is certainly not as it has been argued in Japan, not 
to go back to the wooden and paper housing which was much of the local prior to the 1950s, but is, in trying to reinvent, 
recompose the local that allows well-being and generates self-esteem  of the Japanese people. sold everything they had as 
local in order to live in mansion buildings and now they think that the cost of living in mansion buildings is transforming the 
whole territory of Japan into atomic energy centres, and they cannot reproduce that. And they do not want to reproduce it, 
they have to go back to wooden paper housing which is much more local and in much the same way that they were doing 
before 1950. The fundamental issue for me in this discussion about patterns of consumption, what you call globalisation, 
is that when we criticise global warming and this mechanism of the consumption of goods, including buildings and spaces, 
1.6 billion Chinese are aspiring to the same pattern of consumption that we have. 1.3 billion Indians are also aspiring [to] 
the same. 

Altogether, we have around 4.5 billion people are forced to want to have immediate access to the pattern of consumption 
that you are imposing as universal values. And there is no argument that says we have it, but you cannot get it. So we have 
two possibilities: either we have to ‘regress’ in one sense and reduce our level of consumption and say we cannot consume 
to the abundance that we are consuming, or we will end up in [such a] catastrophe that [we will be] looking for another 
planet to go and live in because [this one] will not be livable anymore. These are the two choices.

I think the diversity of local modernities is a trap because they potentially leave one universal modernity. If there is a 
universal modernity, it is Western. The difference between the multitude and plurality of modernity and diversity of modernity 
is that you can be diverse and never meet each and exist in your diversity. But the whole argument of Negri and his school 
about multitude is about subjectivities that are intertwined, related, and interacting with each other. Multiplicity is more than 
diversity and includes relation. This relation changes the objective diversity to subjective multiplicity. 

So, on the one hand, these diversities are outside and, on the other hand, these diversities are meeting and we become 
plurality of modernities of ourselves. So if you go to a German international conference in which there are racists and neo-
Nazis against Muslims, your skin will become red and you will be angry because part of your identity has been linked to a 
part of the world which is Muslim. But if you are here, what emerges out of you is that, Oh guys, be careful ! Don’t talk so 
much about Islam as the centrality of your identity ! You are much bigger ! What is fascinating in this argument of plurality 
of modernity which we cannot avoid, as Charles (Jencks) said, it is a coming-back fever, is that modernity has brought the 
capacity of criticising God and everything else, and nothing else had brought this capacity to us before. My definition of 
modernity is this capacity.  
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Modernity brought the capacity to understand, question God, to understand the mystery of creation. Before the modern 
age in the West it was a crime to say we have this capacity. If a human being has extended its subjectivity to the limit of 
understanding God, this human being can understand the universe and creation and change it. To me, this is the modernity 
that was achieved in the West. We did not do it in China, Japan, India, or Iran. It was the West who created the only 
intellectual tradition in which everything is socially expected to be criticised. This is modernity. It is not economy, industry, 
or consumption. Modernity is the capacity to radically criticise everything, and this can be constantly taken back and 
squeezed ; therefore the cases that you were talking about yesterday, Fascism, Nazism, Communism, etc., are all attempts 
to prevent it. 

Stefan Weber

How would you distinguish between the process and the qualities ? What is the difference between those ?

Asef Bayat

I think today’s discussion is really good, because you have been trying to reach a consensus by discussing the crux of 
the matter and the meaning of modernity. I think we seem to have come to the conclusion that sometimes the differences 
that we have had in our positions seem to be semantic. I too hope that it is semantic. In terms of what is modern, what I 
understand so far is that at least some of us agree that there are similar things going on in the world, whether from internal 
changes, or through interaction, and so on, but the venues and expressions are different. In other words, there are similar 
processes occurring as a result of either indigenous internal developments or through flow and interaction, yet the venues of 
expression of this modern life could be different. However, I think we have not yet focused on what these similar processes 
are. What are the core elements ? One of the possible elements that was mentioned here is self-reflexivity. Perhaps this 
is one thing we should take into account. I think this is the sphere we should focus on. I am not offering anything else but 
just plea for that. 

Just moving quickly to the fascinating story… about the interior and open kitchen, I think we should contextualise that in 
the particular history of post-revolutionary Iran. The dramatic changes that have been taking place in the public spaces 
after the 1979 Islamic revolution is indeed amazing. This notion of andarooni and birooni, or interior and exterior, in post-
revolutionary Iran has been in some ways reversed, therefore the public space becomes privatised by the ideological self 
of state. Leisure, for instance, became very much domesticated. Most people spent their leisure time at home, and with 
the changes in the architecture and apartment-isation of those traditional venues, like sardab and rooftops, are all gone 
as a result of the colonisation of public spaces that pushes any woman largely into homes. So women get creative to 
create spaces of sociability and freedom, like open kitchens. Of course it has the other side to it, too. And that is because 
we are now more and more domesticated, women come under the thumb of their father, brother and husband, which of 
course created a particular kind of identity in the 1980s and was expressed later on in the 1990s with the creation of the 
collectivities which Armando talked about in his paper.   

Moncef Ben Abdeljelil

Thank you very much. To me, it was a very rich and provocative paper. I would subscribe to what Modjtaba (Sadria) had 
already quoted in terms of making clear where modernity happened and what kind of basic fundamentals also need to 
be observed. I think I have got two problems with the concept of multiple modernities and grounding it in a historical 
perspective, in political discourse and also in religious thinking. First of all, you remind me of an interesting student in 
Tunisia who said that modernity was started by Mohammed. Among other things, he talked about the Saghifa issue, civil 
society, as you said, and the Moakhat society that emerged in Medina. I have a simple question, How could we appropriate 
the whole concept and apply it to a context like Medina of 1400 years ago ? Muhammad started to build a new configuration 
of society in Medina, dealing with a totally different shape of what we call today a civil society. In that society, what kind of 
[role would] religious thinking play to bind or exclude people ? This is why I do not feel comfortable with this perspective of 
grounding the concept, which emerged in a different context, perspective and philosophy, to that period. 

Now let me talk about Shiism that you talked about. In Twelver Shiism [there are] two senses for Mahdiism. Mahdi is 
believed to be the present Imam, who is absent while still living with us. Would you please tell us in which sense modernity 
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could be applied to Mahdiism ? There is a theory stating that Mahdiism is a whole process of modernising which changes 
the whole being. In the first sense of Mahdiism, Mahdi did not do well and he deserves to be absent and he needs to do 
better in order to come back. The second is that we [have committed] lots of sins as followers and we need to do better in 
order to deserve his return. History and contemporary Shiites kept the second meaning. What about the first one ? 

Thirdly, let me talk about Ibn Khaldun. There is a whole gap between what he said in his Muqaddimah and his Universal 
History [Kitab al-Ibar]. He did not apply a single theory of his Muqaddimah to his History. How would you combine a very 
brilliant mind [creating] theory and pretending that kind of civil society had been kept to al-umran al-badavi el-hadari ? At 
the end you will find that the whole perception of history simply went back to this very traditional perception. This is one 
comment about the very careful approach that we need to look at the concept itself in its historical perspective. 

I have a question for you. I will accept your discussion of the concept of civil society with all the reservations I have. Since 
we are talking about the tangible elements, could you please tell me what the impact is of this process of modernisation 
on the space of learning ? I would take just one example. How are the religious seminaries in Qom now dealing with other 
secular spaces within the very contemporary context ? What has the impact of modernity been on religious thinking within 
Qom and among Marja-e taghlids? Do not talk about Soroush and Shariati, please talk about the seminaries in Qom. 

Masoud Kamali

Having commented after the presentations of yesterday, I have to admit that it was really difficult to sit here and hear all 
these huge reactions without having the chance to respond. But I am used to these huge reactions, because I used the 
concept of civil society before and I received the same reactions each time I presented it. People asked me, “how could you 
do that ?” The fact is that I did it without any problem, although you may not like it. 

First of all, I think what our discussion here lacks is colonialism. We seem to totally ignore the role of colonialism, war and 
imperialism in the creation of different modernities. I liked the picture of Bush that was made of 1000 portraits of American 
soldiers who died in Iraq. But why do the people in the West and in ‘critical modernity’ only react when their own soldiers are 
killed ? The picture of Bush could be made by pictures of 500,000 Iraqis that died in four years instead of 1,000 Americans. 
The American lives seem to be more important than other lives. When the terrorists attacked the Pentagon and the World 
Trade Center, everybody talked about the attack on the World Trade Center and not the Pentagon because it made the 
terrorists look worse. And then the tradition of a three-minute silence was invented to respect the people who were killed in 
the attacks. The dean of our university forced us to go out and stay silent for three minutes, but we did not obey and played 
football instead. One month later, 25,000 Afghans were bombed to death including 19,000 children and women, but we did 
not have a single second’s silence for them. What does it mean to talk about universalism that was created in the West ? 
Only the exact statistics of the number of American soldiers killed in Iraq are available and the Westerners do not seem to 
care about the exact number of Iraqis killed. 

War and colonialism are important tangible elements of modernities. Why do the leaders of the Islamic Republic of Iran and 
other revolutions in Islamic countries all try to create a powerful army ? They do not want to use it against their own people,  
rather they want to protect their country against the West. Kamalist Turkey, the Islamic Republic of Iran and Iran under Reza 
Shah are good examples of this. The weakness of the army has always been the victory of the West. 

Regarding the argument of Professor Sadria: first of all, who says the critique of God was first done in Europe ? There 
have always been critics of God in societies like Iran and Greece. As I said yesterday modernity does not necessarily have 
anything to do with democracy. Professor Sadria said that Fascism, Nazism and Communism tried to kill their critics. This 
is not true. Everyone knows that the critique of God was commonplace in Fascism but not in Nazism. As I said, I cannot 
present everything here. I have written three books on modernity in which I wrote exactly what I mean by modernity. For 
instance, I gave a definition of political modernity. According to my definition of civil society, it has got nothing to do with 
religion. What I argued was that you can see civil society in Muslim countries. I did not talk about Mohammed’s time. By 
giving examples, I just argued that the concept of civil society is not new. To again stress the concept of uniqueness of the 
West is the problem. 

In my newly published paper called “Europe and Asia: Beyond East and West”, I discuss the concept of critical 
cosmopolitanism. Beck and Jerald are the main advocates of this concept. In that article, I develop what I mean by a 
new way of having a global system in which racism, colonialism, and other-ism should be expelled. You cannot do that 
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without critically changing the concepts that social scientists use for social research. I too like the philosophical discussion 
about modernism, modernisation and modernity. But when you come to social sciences you have to take part in the 
processes because the bullets are real. As I said, Derrida should make a decision about taking part in the demonstrations 
against apartheid. He cannot sit home and say, “according to my postmodern understanding of the world there are no such 
structures”, so he takes part in the demonstration. When Bourdieu leaves Algeria as a soldier and goes back to his country 
and writes, he admits that this is against what he thinks to be right. 

Michel Foucault’s discussion of the connection between power and knowledge is really interesting. When I was writing 
my dissertation, I found an interesting book called The Government of the Ottoman Empire in the Time of Suleiman the 
Magnificent by Albert Howe Lybyer, written in 1913. He had been in Istanbul for five years to write this fantastic book. You 
can find the reference in my book too. At Uppsala University, researchers and professors can keep the books they borrow 
from the university library until someone else requests them. I kept this book for five years! At the same time, Max Weber 
launched his ideas about ‘Sultanism’. His theory is completely different form that of Lybyer. According to Lybyer, Sultanism 
is nonsense. He says eight sultans were killed by civil society and expelled from power. We had other power structures 
other than Sultanism, not only in civil society, but also in the government. We also had bureaucrats, the army, bazaaris and 
Muslim groups. The sultan, for example, could not go to war without asking the bazaaris to give him economic support. Civil 
society had to be part of all major changes. This fact and knowledge is ignored in the ‘West’ and reinforces Foucault’s idea 
about the interplay of power and knowledge. Of course, the Europe that wants to be the pearl of the world is not going to 
use Lybyer’s book, but it loves Weber because he explains why we are different.

Moreover, all the democratic movements in the Middle East were attacked by Europe. For example, let us look at Iraq. The 
Ottoman Empire was defeated and the decision on the campus of Cairo was that the Ottoman Empire, the new Turkey, is 
not going to have oil but Iran should not be left to have access to the oil of what is now called Iraq. So they created a country 
called Iraq in 1923 [from] three Ottoman provinces to prevent Turkey and Iran having access to its oil. They took a King from 
Saudi Arabia and put [him in] Iraq. Baghdad, that had been the centre of philosophical and democratic movements in the 
Middle East, started a revolt against the world community because the world congress accepted Iraq as a new country after 
Britain introduced it to the world community. It was the aftermath of the Treaty of Versailles that made the Second World 
War possible. Mark Mazower’s fantastic book Dark Continent : Europe’s Twentieth Century shows all these games. The 
democratic movements were bombed in Iraq. They bombed democracy away from Iraq and now want to bomb democracy 
back into it. Do we include this part of modernisation in our analysis ?

Bourdieu in his theory of ‘symbolic violence’ says power accepts and adopts those theories, understandings, people, 
politicians, theorists etc., who reproduce the power structure of society, and excludes those who are critical. For example, 
we know that in the USA people like Chomsky and Edward Said were excluded from many discussions and power centres. 
We read and write about them, but they are not discussed in the real world. When we talk about modernity and modernism, 
we should remember that it has [also been] a history of colonialism, genocide, holocaust, and war. These things have been 
modern. So this is my reaction to the notion of a single modernity. Now ‘cosmopolitanism’ is being discussed and many 
believe that we should leave this concept of modernity behind and use and support cosmopolitanism. The notion of multiple 
modernities helps us free ourselves from the concept of single modernity. 

By indigenous civil society, I do not just mean the radical clergy or bazaaris. I consider Mosaddegh, liberal Muslims, etc. 
as part of this indigenous civil society. As a sociologist or political scientist who studies society, without categories and 
instruments you will be trapped in meta-narratives. That is why the whole discussion of the methodology of grounded theory 
emerged. We need to have new concepts and categories to understand and describe societies, otherwise we cannot tell 
history. The change of history during a period of time should be discussed and presented sociologically. 

Professor Kandiyoti talked about the association of women lawyers in Turkey to criticise what I call western civil society. I 
just wanted to remind her that women lawyers never existed before in Turkey and are, themselves, Western. Westernisation 
and modernisation are two different things that can be the same in some parts. It is a matter of research. Regarding the 
discussions about Turkey and Iran, I refer you to my book on this topic, Multiple Modernities, Civil Society and Islam : The 
Case of Iran and Turkey, which discusses 200 years of interaction between civil society and state in Iran and Turkey up to 
2002. 

I think urbanisation is not just modernisation, although it is a consequence of it. You can have urbanisation without 
modernisation. Islam is very urban religion. A large body of research shows that Muslims just occupied cities when they 
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occupied a new territory and that they were not interested in rural areas. And if there was no big city in that area they 
created one. 

As for the discussion of globalisation, I think we need to remember colonialism and capitalism in our debate. Capitalism is 
part of modernity and modernisation. There have been huge discussions of the Other-isation of Muslim countries for the 
mere fact that they have not had capitalism, which is not true. Weber suggests that they did not have it because they did 
not have Protestantism. This is a myth. A number of scholars have now written about the history of capitalism in China and 
have shown that in the 16th century cities like Shanghai were much more developed than 17th century Europe. 

Regarding the discussion about local modernities I would like to say that it is now very difficult to talk about localities. 
Ronald Robertson, by introducing the concept of ‘glocalisation’, suggests that you never have a local which is not global 
and a global which is not local. He argues that globalisation dates back to the 12th century and is nothing new. You had 
religious globalisation from hundreds of years ago. But now globalisation is speeding up. That is why anthropology is having 
a crisis, because you cannot anymore find indigenous communities and people that are different. I prefer glocalisation to 
globalisation. We now have locals that are global and globals that are local. I cannot discuss these [further] due to the 
shortage of time, but [I just want to] say that critical cosmopolitanism is the alternative.

Student’s question

I have two questions here: How do we understand the difference between the process of modernisation and Westernisation ? 
Can we see the process of modernisation in colonised countries as an independent process or it was connected with the 
Western world ?

Masoud Kamali

The answer is that modernisation is a global change and westernisation is a part of it. The notion of multiple modernities 
takes into account and accepts the differences on an equal basis. According to this theory, you can be a Muslim in a political 
party and at the same time be modern. The colonial understanding of the world suggests that you can be Christian and 
modern at the same time, like Christian Democrats in Europe, but you cannot be both Muslim and modern, like the Islamic 
parties in Turkey. Westernisation is a specific kind of modernity in which Western countries want to establish the exactly the 
same kind of institutions in other countries and force it on them. The Shah in Iran and Atatürk in Turkey tried to westernise 
their countries. Modernisation can be different and at the same time have similar common institutional patterns.

Abdou Filali-Ansary

What amazes me [about this paper] is that although our discussion this morning has been very rich, it has just scratched the 
surface of a number of challenges that this paper offers to us. So I would suggest that people should go back to the paper. 
What I was hoping and sometimes fearing is that we would go into a number of concepts or terms that are proposed in the 
paper, each of which constitute a challenge and sometimes unsettle us in our thinking. I hope we will be able at some point 
to progress in this discussion in order to put order into our concept. Although we all put many cards on the table, we seem 
to have not been able to reach any feeling of real communication. 

Aziz Esmail

When I came to this seminar I was not planning on chairing this session. It reminds of the famous line in Shakespeare, 
“Some are born great, some achieve greatness and some have greatness thrust upon them”. By the same token, some are 
born chairman, some achieve chairmanship, and some have chairmanship thrust upon them. I belong to the last category. 
Thinking about Shakespeare makes me very wistful because my first degree happens to be in English literature and since 
English is my second language, before studying English I had a great deal of interest and feeling for Indian vernacular 
poetry. I then went in to study English at an English-style high school that was in today’s Kenya. In this school, if we were 
caught speaking to each other in any language other than English we had to pay a ten cent fine. I actually did that many 
times, but I am actually very grateful in retrospect…  because when I went home, I had no problem at all switching to the 
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vernacular to talk to my parents. So I grew up as an Indian in an East African environment going to an English school and 
having a particular version of Islam as my faith and I never really felt that I was leaving a particular culture, language or 
tradition and going into another when I read Shakespeare or vernacular poetry, and so on.

We did not have the notion of the West or colonialism. Of course we knew about colonialism but saw that as a matter of 
rule of government. We did not relate it to Shakespeare at all and I still do not. When I went back to Kenya to teach at 
the university, there was a very dangerous move in the university which wanted to abolish Shakespeare and have only 
indigenous literature, by which they meant African authors who were writing ideologically. Anyway, and I do not think one 
could call them African really. That sort of consciousness is something which I feel to be a burden ; I wonder if we can get 
away from it because [it] seems to be a peculiar problem in the humanities. If you look at the natural sciences, in biology, 
there has been a huge revolution and there is very little relationship between contemporary biology and biology as it was 
before molecular science came into being, and now neuroscience and so on. But if you go to biology conferences, they 
do not describe their revolution as modern. They do not have these notions of modern and pre-modern whatsoever, and it 
gives, I think, some kind of vitality and creativity to it. 

I know that sciences are different from humanities where we are dealing with cultures and so on, but it seems to me that 
when Marcel Proust wrote his novel, he did not think he was writing a modern novel. It was theorists who then said that 
he is a modernist, and likewise with T. S. Eliot. The problem with these words is that once you get these categories in your 
mind, they become despotic and it is very difficult to free yourself from those concepts. I think it would be very interesting 
to try to put ourselves in situations where we did not have these words at all. I gave a talk some years ago in Pakistan and 
took a risk saying that if it were possible to have a drug which gave you amnesia for a single word [but kept] the rest of 
your language intact, so that you had the whole language minus this one word, then I would [have] the word Islam removed 
from our vocabulary. I thought that [if you were to] look away from that word you would be concentrating on the real issues, 
which Muslims have always done. I think that some of these words, similarly, are words for which if an amnesia [pill] could 
be found, it would be very welcome. 

It is matter of debate, but it seems that the ‘West’ itself is one of these words. It is very clear that Max Weber does not 
know about Islam and has a very poor picture of it. But I am not sure that I would see that as representing the West as 
such. The Iraq war and Bush’s behavior is an appalling thing, and that the lives of American and British soldiers are 
counted, but the lives of Iraqis are not. However, I am uneasy about having Bush, Blair, Weber, Kant, Wittgenstein, etc., in 
one block. I wonder if these broad, gross categories are not dangerous because one of the things it will do, for instance, 
is stop me from being able to appreciate Shakespeare. Many might think Shakespeare is ‘the West’ and if one is [to be] 
authentic one should stay within one’s vernacular, and I think that is a very dangerous consequence. I was looking forward 
to comments on cosmopolitanism because this is something that we ought to take seriously, but whether the present 
ideological consciousness about modern, pre-modern, non-modern, West and non-West facilitates or impedes genuine 
cosmopolitanism, I would rather suspect that it impedes it. 
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Aziz Esmail

Professor Sadria spoke with such passion that I think we should allow some passionate thoughts and questions to be put 
on the table.

Asef Bayat

What happens if this anti-modern that you are talking about becomes hegemonic ?

Modjtaba Sadria

I think this is impossible. Anti-moderns when they produce arguments in order to refute modernity as their radical other, 
need their arguments to be acceptable societally in competition with those of moderns, without which they can’t have any 
impact. They are reproducing modernity beyond their will because they do not have the instruments to be in a cluster 
and within the cluster totally ignore, deny, criticise, forget, neglect the mechanism of recognition of autonomy of human 
beings that modernity advocates and generates as the basics for social existence, and thus represents the modernity as 
central, hegemonic, and dangerous in order to be able to denounce it and reject it. In this way, representing modernity 
and its presence becomes a sine qua non condition for the existence of antimodernity discourse. In this way, everything 
anti-moderns are saying becomes purely reactive to modernity. They have not yet produced an autonomous element for 
building an independent frame of thought which is not reactive to modernity but proactive in itself.  

Aziz Esmail

Are you saying that there is no space outside modernity, and that even the critics of modernity are themselves within the 
modern system ? Or are you saying that it is, in principle, impossible ?  

Modjtaba Sadria

No, I am saying that all the anti-modern discourses that have come to the scene are reproducing modernity; I am not talking 
about postmoderns. By anti-modern I mean pre-modern radical discourses like fundamentalist Protestantism. 

Masoud Kamali

As I said yesterday, I have a huge problem with this notion of anti-modern. None of the religious and non-religious 
fundamentalists say that they are anti-modern. Neither their theory nor their practices suggest that they are anti-modern. 
What you call anti-moderns [must] by definition be against modernity and therefore have some relation to it and [must even 
be] products of modernity. If modernity is gone, they are gone too. They do not have any independent existence. I have 
serious problems with calling them anti-moderns. As I said yesterday, modernity is two sided. You defined modernity as 
the social conditions in which the autonomy of individuals is accepted. I would say this is not a good definition because the 
Fascists, who were modern, did not believe in the autonomy of individuals…

Discussion
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Modjtaba Sadria

Sorry, I need to intervene because you have repeated this argument a few times. My modernity does not include Fascism. 
According to my definition of modernity, Fascism and Nazism are not modern. Using my terminology, you are talking about 
modernisation, not modernity. 

Masoud Kamali

So you are only talking about good modernity. 

Modjtaba Sadria

I am talking about a modernity which respects the autonomy of individuals as a foundation for societal existence.

Masoud Kamali

Ok, we seem to have different definitions. I will stop here.

Jeremy Melvin

I found Professor Sadria’s definition of modernity intuitively attractive. I am not sure if fundamentalist Protestants are the 
best example of anti-moderns, but I do agree that the capacity for self-criticism draws the boundary between modern 
thought and any other kind of thought. This is central to the way architecture has interacted with modernism and modernity. 
At the more intellectual level, modern architecture allows itself to be critical of itself in a way that no other architectural 
tradition has been able to do. The presentation of Professor Charles Jencks was a good brief exposition of this. I am not 
familiar with the work of Taylor, but I wonder if it has any relation to Mikhail Bakhtin because I see similar elements in their 
theories.

Modjtaba Sadria

You are right, Mikhail Bakhtin and Charles Taylor interact very dynamically. 

Deniz Kandiyoti

First I want to say how much I appreciate the opening comments of Professor Aziz Esmail… I want to examine Professor 
Sadria’s fundamental starting premise, that we live in a uni-referential world. You take this for granted, but I want to dispute 
it. For all the claims that are being made about modernity and Weber’s famous disenchantment of the world, I personally 
do not believe this to be the case. I believe, for instance, that a view of the world which is theo-centric rather than human-
centric is at the very heart of world capitalism. In the US the people in power have had a Middle East policy in which 
Armageddon has a part to play. I believe that they genuinely believe that, and this is the frightening bit. We are in a world in 
which there are Jewish settlers in Israel who are living in biblical times. As far as they are concerned, their claim to the land 
of Israel has everything to do with what is written in the Bible. 

I no more feel an affinity to East and West. In other words, wherever one positions oneself in this world, one has to simply 
take on board the incommensurability and simultaneity of ideologies, I am not sure if I call them pre-modern. In a sense, the 
relationship of these ideologies to modernity becomes irrelevant for political purposes. I think Asef (Bayat) was also trying to 
formulate this question. In other words, what happens when worldly power falls into the hands of people whose vision of the 
world is still theo-centric and who claim status or land on the basis of religion ? The same applies to Hindu fundamentalism. 
It may be argued that these are modern ideologies. Many people do that vis-à-vis Islamism. When you talk about Nazism, 
somehow nobody has any problem with considering it as essentially modern, but when you talk about Islam, people think 
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that their analytical and political task is done once they have proven that a particular view or ideology belongs to the realm 
of the modern. I would say that this is quite irrelevant.

In terms of the outcomes, it is totally irrelevant whether we classify a particular Muslim, Jewish or whatever fundamentalist 
group as pre-modern, post-modern or modern. Whatever suffix or prefix we put in, there are certain inescapable conclusions. 
I would say that these world views and ideologies are very much part of this world and this is not a uni-referential world. In 
other words, the ideologies which, according to Weber, have supposedly disenchanted the world and displaced theo-centric 
views… is the greatest fallacy. In fact they have not. They are with us and they are contemporaneous, very much alive and 
never with more worldly power. So, why then do we spend so much time trying to define what is outside and [what is] inside 
modernity ? Should we not concentrate instead on the characteristics of these different discourses ? Professor Esmail talked 
about amnesia and said let us forget about Islam. I could not agree with you more. We should suspend judgment. Forget 
about post-modern, pre-modern, etc! Look at what is in front of you and then the world stops being uni-referential, and then 
it becomes a question of politics and not semantics.  

Aziz Esmail

I would like to add one remark to that. I entirely agree with most of what you said. You mentioned theo-centric views. I would 
like to add that there are also other absolutes which have nothing to do with God or religion. Human beings seem to have 
an inability to relinquish the absolute all together. It could well be that God was conceived as [a way to leave] more space 
for people to have a measure of autonomy than the absolutes that can be found in this disenchanted world. 

Modjtaba Sadria

I am so happy because [this past] day-and-a-half has] allowed two positions to become very clear and converge in this last 
session. Most of the arguments of Professor Kandiyoti are similar to what Professor Kamali was saying about the centrality 
of colonialism, imperialism, and political meaning of the world. I think Professor Kandiyoti was right to bring up the political 
lecture of the word modern. This is very fascinating because, since yesterday, theirs was a stance that wanted a political 
reading of the word and my feeling was that Professor Kandiyoti was broadening it. Now some of us are converging on the 
importance of a political reading of the modern, which is not my stance. 

Abdou Filali-Ansary

Continuing this discussion, I would like to go back to some of your premises. At the end of disputing about modernity, each 
one of us could say modernity for me is this, the other would say modernity which reflects the autonomy of individuals 
and the open future. Maybe the best way to discuss these things would be to say that the most significant ‘x’ for me is the 
autonomy of individuals or… And then we may be able to discuss how we can settle our disputes. Maybe here it would be 
useful to take some distance from the word in order to try to see what is at stake.

Modjtaba Sadria

What you are saying is very important. Masoud (Kamali) and Deniz (Kandiyoti) were talking about the multi-referentiality of 
our frame of thought, which I do not agree with. It seems to me that there is a continuum in the hegemonic discourse in the 
world today that is instrumental rationality. Even those who go for a theo-centric view, when they want to press their view, 
what they do is instrumental rational-based decision making, modelling, and simulation. When they attack Iraq or a village 
in Palestine, for example, their operation is based on simulation studies all of which have an instrumental rational base. But 
I would agree with Masoud and Deniz that, in this regard, we also have a degree of multi-referentiality, but it is not to the 
extent that makes me consider the world of knowledge as multi-referential. What is fundamental in understanding of human 
autonomy is the capacity that it creates in criticism and self-criticism as patterns of open social interactions and relations. 

What Abdou (Filali-Ansary) says is more demanding epistemologically because what is at the stake is that the West, the 
European experience, part of Europe, a specific moment in Europe, as Asef (Bayat) was saying, or layers of Europe, 
as Farrokh (Derakhshani) was suggesting, came to fight, to produce knowledge, and to organise, in order to reach a 
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societal being which is based on the foundation of autonomy of the human being. I think in Europe instrumental rationality 
is squeezing or reducing or amputating human autonomy and its consequence in practicing criticism and self-criticism. 
Meanwhile, in many parts of the world, different societies are trying to see how they can adjust themselves with the mental 
setting and social relations that could allow them to recognize what human autonomy and practices of criticsm and self-
criticism that it allows, this autonomy of the human being. I think this is the core issue. The anecdote that Farrokh told us 
about the description of Iranian open kitchens shows that social actors are more and more acting, looking, searching for, 
and reaching that level of autonomy. They do it in the private sphere and, when they can, they bring it to the public sphere, 
and when the public sphere is too oppressive they take it back to the private or semi-private or semi-public realms.

In all societies that I know, one can see this search for autonomy and negotiation, often very subtlety, for allowing and 
generating public criticism and self-criticism as a possibility and as a practice. 

To me, the critique of everything that denies the autonomy of human beings in different societies is modern. Both in a radical 
or very nuanced way, this criticism and the autonomy of mind that it requires has become one of the most powerful engines 
in the emergence of a multitude of modernities. If there is a globalisation from bottom up, this autonomy is an element of it. 
In different contexts people are negotiating their modernity to gain more autonomy and this is why modernity has become 
so important, because what they are negotiating for is being and living together societally and searching for autonomy. It is 
the recognition of being together societally and not extracting from society as private beings. 

Aziz Esmail

I think the task of Professor Homa Farjadi is to synthesise all this. I personally think that it is an impossible task, but we 
look forward to hearing it.

Homa Farjadi

Thank you for the invitation. I also have to totally disclaim any effort or even attempt to synthesise something in which, as 
an architect, I am a tourist. What I have heard yesterday and today has certainly been very intriguing and exciting and has 
taught me a lot. Perhaps what I did try was to maintain an outside position as an architect, and this is what I am going to 
offer rather than a synthesis of the depth of arguments and discussions that were presented in their specific disciplines. I 
will look at it from the outside, from my discipline as an architect, to see if it offers anything that might help. 

Perhaps what I found most catchy was this business of where the tangible, and I would bring here material, aspects of 
modernity are that we can get hold of. What are its objects and values ? How does it affect lives ? And how does it become 
an aspect of the world that is presented to us as modern ? We were given all sorts of qualifications about the way modernity, 
modernisation and modernism were interchangeable, qualified concepts that we had to distinguish or collapse, and interact 
with. For my part, I too would like to make a distinction between them. It is just a try.

Maybe as an effect of architecture I see modernisation as something that has to do with a concept of time that is linear. 
When talking about modernisation, you are talking about science and technology, accepting what is the effect of science 
and technology and therefore being current and contemporary. So it is something that has no possibility of being rejected 
unless of course you go and live in the mountains and caves, and even in this case it might become a self-referential act 
situated in modernisation. Therefore, modernisation is about linear time and the effect of it in urbanisation, the use of 
technology, internet, and all that we are subjected to by definition as a result of the material cultures that modernisation 
produces. I think this is something that has to be separated from modernity which, in my view that is, would exist alongside 
dialogically with this linear concept of material culture that is produced. 

Since yesterday, we were told, in a very exciting kind of exposition, that modernisation can be violent and politically multi-
layered. It can also be killed and revived, as Charles (Jencks) suggested. And today we appreciated Aziz (Esmail’s) point 
about a plea for its amnesia of itself. Therefore, this notion was discussed that we have to deal with [modernity] in ways that 
accept it but, at the same time, forget it. 

On the other hand there is a sense of time that does not follow this linear arrow and it is one that wants to accentuate 
its heterogeneity and multiplicity. An example of it is what is created, for instance, in urbanisation, as networks, flux and 
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concepts which are quite ancient (they are not new no matter that our computer technologies and so on might have given 
us new tools to deal with them) but now these notions of chaos, etc. become applied in a radical way and this radicality is 
a potential for the stopping of time or going within time in a certain way. 

In architecture we are forever faced with two categories. On the one hand we have urban or architectural objects and 
buildings and on the other hand we have the world of representations of them. I think one can use this distinction to 
define the notions of modernity and modernisation. In this sense, when we talk about the effects of modernisation, we 
are actually talking about technology, material advances etc., and when we are talking about modernity, we are talking 
about representations of it which have nothing to do with linear time. Therefore, all that is conflictual, contradictory and 
paradoxical about what modernity has produced is within the realm of the representational. Architecture or urbanity… finds 
itself very much in this domain. On the one hand, in this kind of technological advance, urbanities in Dubai, China, Iran, 
everywhere, want to achieve what is at the top. We want computers, buildings, sophisticated infrastructure, and all that has 
an effect on us being current of the time. On the other hand how we represent it, in terms of the modern states of China, Iran 
or Dubai, might differ. One set of people might like what looks like the West and another may want to create alternatives. 
So… we are caught in this dilemma of what we do [with] our myths, which, when we are not talking about time in a linear 
way , the possibility of this is much more intriguing and productive.

In architecture, we have been discussing the ambiguities and paradoxes of this. One argument that I prefer is that perhaps 
quantitative material accumulations in urbanisation, density, infrastructure and machines are possible to shift towards the 
qualitative achievement of representational modernity. So for example, in the 1970s, Rem Koolhaas, who is an architect 
and provocative thinker, analysed the development of Manhattan as a result of sheer, violent capitalist accumulation. Of 
course Manhattan had produced infrastructure etc., but, nevertheless, because of the possibility of having this openness 
and non-centralised regulatory planning of it, it actually produces a modality, and here I would call it modernity, which is a 
certain notion of the metropolis that went beyond its intentionality.    

When we talk about China or even Tehran, Dubai, or Abu Dhabi, we are talking about a world which is a matrix of these 
two aspects of modernisation and representations of modernity. How is it that one is going to make the other possible? Is 
it possible for one to transform from quantitative accumulation to become a quality and to become a good or bad society? 
Therefore the question remains for me to see how much of this is possible to be planned, how much of it is an effect, and 
what makes us think that in Iran people are asking for the effects of modernisation in open-planned kitchens or sewerage or 
whatever is in the infrastructure of the cities or metropolises and high-rise buildings. Are we here to look for centralising and 
planning organisational controls ? Or are we here to find alternative models within these kinds of effects in a sort of hopeful 
way of finding a good that might be inconceivable from the good that we might have had as good planners, historically-
minded and conscious of what has been the development? 

Perhaps… in architecture this has been the problematic that we have had to face, and we are trying to see whether there 
are alternative ways against this kind of wild de-regulated urbanisation, which is an effect of modernisation and the chance 
accumulation of modernity, not modernity at the centre. There is certain sense in which Sheikh Makhtoum in Dubai might 
want the building to look like what is there in London and the West. I do not want this to sound as if there is no argument to 
be had between representational aspects of modernity and modernisation of technology. This to me is the criticism that is 
posed: Where it is that these effects of technology, advance, and linear history can be re-seen from this centre as a person 
in time does not have to make a choice between the linear and the centralising effects of history, what Deniz (Kandiyoti) 
was suggesting in terms of these already being part of the construct of how we deal with it. 

          Local      planning
 

       De-regulated or chance design     Global

I produced a diagram that in some way might be useful for our discussion. In this diagram we have the local versus global 
on one axis and the linear time versus non-linear time on the other. In our discussions we were given ‘glocalisation’ as the 
context. I think this axis, local vs. global, is one that in architecture works against another axis that we can call ‘planning’ vs. 
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‘de-regulated or chance design’. While ‘planning’ is linear, the ‘de-regulated design’ remains a conflictual modernity which, 
in Masoud’s terms, is where the indigenous would be located, where we could be as far away and as near to that which 
is outside of linear time in modernisation. It is a construct that would have these modalities of intersection and perhaps, if 
we see it in a kind of three-dimensional way, it would be like a pyramid where man / woman is sitting at the top and outside 
of them but dominating these distances rather than being subjected to them. Here, the nature of time determines those 
distances and linearities just as much inside of it as is in it. That is where I will stop. 

Aziz Esmail
  
I think we had a lot of mental stimulation. It seems to me very interesting that all architects that I know seem to be 
[so] theoretically concerned and sophisticated. It is very interesting for me to ask why because one does not see this in 
biomedicine or law, but it is more likely to hear this issue of representation from an architectural historian than from any of 
the other professions that one can think of. 

We have had a fairly wide-ranging, open-ended and abstract discussion, but I think that in this abstract discussion, there 
are a few nuggets of concrete direction. It would be great if we could steal those out and see where the whole question of 
modernity can prove suggestive. I think being suggestive is the most it can do. I do not think it is a concept that we must 
profitably spend too much time trying to define, but it is a suggestive concept which is pregnant in a vague sort of way. And 
that vagueness of certain concepts are best kept alive because you otherwise you end up with dogma. So if we take it as 
a suggestive concept and then ask ourselves where it can probably bear fruit in a number of ways rather than one way, I 
think this discussion may prove helpful. 

Farrokh Derakhshani

I would like to repeat what Professor Sadria said yesterday. In these workshops, although we are talking about the 
‘construction of knowledge’ in a broad sense, at the end of the day we want to relate it to architecture. We at the Aga 
Khan Award for Architecture want to know how we can have a better impact on the built environment. Architects are one 
of the major agents of modernity; so it is interesting for us to discuss what the tangible elements of this modernity are, and 
especially where it has implications for the built environment and the construction of knowledge. It would be better if we 
could channel our discussion more towards the interests of the Aga Khan Award. 

Aziz Esmail

The architects might have some ideas about that, because as I said it was very interesting to see the architects engage in 
theory, as at the same time they are trained in very strong professional ways which gives them the ability to struggle with 
these two domains of the abstract and the concrete in a manner that philosophers, for example, do not. 

Masoud Kamali

When I was invited to this conference, Professor Sadria told me that we want to have a very concrete discussion about 
the tangible elements of modernity in Iran for example. So in my paper, I tried to talk about all these tangible elements 
like foundations, political parties, how civil society functions and so on. I also presented a comparison between Iranian 
civil society and Swedish civil society. As Hegel says, nothing has a meaning before it becomes concrete. This includes 
knowledge construction. In abstraction you can discuss whatever you want, but in order to have a meaning, you need to 
bring in the concrete, or at least show that in a historical or social way something functions. 

To go further, I think we have to leave the discussion about modernity aside and try to see what is really happening in the 
world today and what the important questions that we can address are. We should also try to construct some kind of theory 
to understand the world today. In doing so, [we] should have concrete examples and case studies to make it understandable. 
I think it is very important to realise that the challenge to sociological theories is to show that it is workable by methods and 
that it gives you knowledge about a society, community or country. So there are many things that can be done in the next 
steps. One thing that I am particularly interested in is the comparative study of civil societies in different countries. By doing 
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so, you can find elements, groups, leaders and theories, globally, locally, or glocally, as tangible elements of modernity. 
Doing it in this way, I think is much easier and fruitful than starting by discussing the meaning of modernity and so on. 

Aziz Esmail

One of the things that strikes me… as just one element in a larger aggregate of things, is an anthropological study of how 
people see architecture, because it seems to me from the remark that Masoud (Kamali) just made that architecture is in 
this very peculiar position where architects have a professional and technical body of knowledge but demands are made on 
them by ordinary people who think that they know what they want. That is something that does not happen in so many other 
professions. For example, in medicine, it is unlikely that somebody says that I want Erythromycin and not Penicillin. People 
usually leave those sorts of judgments to the expert, but architects, while they are experts, have demands made on them 
by people who assume to know what they want. Now, if that is so, then I think some kind of comparative study of popular 
notions of architecture and desires in various societies and how people in different contexts place building in relationship 
to their own lives would be very interesting and helpful. I am sure what I am saying is not new, but it seems to me that it is 
one of the areas that could benefit from research.

Jeremy Melvin

I think what you said [expresses] an interesting point, but to get there it might be good to look at the demands that are made 
on buildings. You have a triple relationship, or a triple demand, that is put on any work of architecture that would include 
public spaces as well as individual buildings that are being designed. Firstly, any work of architecture has to work, has to 
offer opportunities, and has to have a sort of physical being to it. Secondly, it inevitably represents ideas. These two main 
aspects can be at times in conflict in a work of architecture and making a relationship between them is a challenge. And 
sometimes the fact there is not a direct relationship between them can be quite interesting. Thirdly, there are also financial 
demands that are put on buildings, particularly in somewhere like London where values are extremely high. An architect has 
to balance these, often incompatible, relationships and demands into some sort of compromise. 

I think the architectural discussion has failed largely to recognise the inter-relationships of those three demands. If you read 
good architectural criticisms, they concentrate on only one of these demands and very rarely more than one. It would be 
an aesthetic criticism or a functional criticism or possibly an economic criticism. It is extremely difficult to try to look at them 
together and in relation to each other. This is what I have been trying to do in my work, and I have found it really difficult. I 
think against the background of what we have heard today and yesterday, it would come as a major intellectual task.

Homa Farjadi

Let me continue what Jeremy was saying about the way architects are often asked to respond, legitimise, and present the 
ideas of architecture. Jeremy was absolutely right that these three demands are part of how architects perform, but I also 
offer a construct which puts modernity as a kind of ‘other’ of the modernisation programme. We propose what we do, in an 
under-hand way, position what is representational content in what is otherwise a legitimisation that is totally rationalised or 
presented as rational. So you will see that what Charles (Jencks) was saying about how Rem Koolhaas and Norman Foster 
try to do exactly the same thing and argue the same position coming from very oppositional directions exposes the fallacy 
of the rational argument. 

I am very interested in what Jeremy says about knowing architecture in its dimensions other than as a modernising effect. 
So the idea that what you do in order to have modernised conditions, high buildings, high technology, access to machinery, 
infrastructure, etc. and, on the other hand, how to be seen to be doing the right thing, becomes such a primary issue. And 
therefore this construct of what is seen as proto-, good, appropriate, ecological, etc. becomes the whole matrix of values 
that is not linear any more or self-evident. So, because of how architecture works, I am afraid to say that locality at this 
moment is far from geographic or anthropological, it has a lot more to do with positions of power, like the Dubai model, 
and it would be very difficult to promote it otherwise. Maybe it would be a very good question for the Aga Khan Award 
for Architecture to see how is it possible to promote locality otherwise because, as it is at the moment, the matrices of 
production of architecture are homogenising the representation.
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Jeremy Melvin

Exactly, and the media covers up the problem.

Homa Farjadi

Exactly !

Aziz Esmail

I think the way that media and popular education is representing architecture is another area for investigation in its own 
right. There are too many channels through which architecture is already being constructed in the minds of people.

Homa Farjadi

If we believe that architecture is more than a machine that performs well, we get over that in modernism. I want to give one 
example : When you look at designs in the new cities of Kazakhstan, in architectural representation terms they are either 
Disneyland or representations of despotic orders like symmetrically, linearity, and representations of… power, which are 
totally out of date.   

I think it is really interesting to discuss the concept of ‘out of date’ in architecture both as a productive mechanism and as 
fashions of architecture, which is a totally corrupt mechanism. I would say the corrupt mechanism in the case of Kazakhstan 
is self-evident, but, when you look at it through an anthropological eye, it does not have to always look like it is coming out 
of the latest computer programmes that have been invented, it can also be less sophisticated and much more basic and 
primitive in terms of the machine and systems of production. In this sense, that is how I understand it. 

Deniz Kandiyoti

I have my own long-standing problems with architects, so I may as well comment on this. I have worked as a non-architect 
with a group of architects who were doing low-cost housing. My role was to tell architects what the users wanted. I soon 
discovered that the architects had no use for what users wanted because they had a strong belief in the pedagogic 
functions of space, how space would teach people to behave in certain ways. 

I think that if we are looking to summarise these discussions vis-à-vis your part of this operation looking at representations 
of modernity and the built environment, first I always invite architects to a position of humility, which is to realise that most 
of the built environment is occurring without any help from architects and most of the spaces provided by architects are 
generally subverted by their users and put to completely different uses. The malaise of architects comes from the fact that 
they come into the picture inevitably within circuits of capital. In other words, the people who are asking you to build these 
buildings, whether it is in Astana or Abu Dhabi, are either big corporations or various rich despots who use modernity as 
a mere rhetorical gesture. So the question becomes, How do we understand a possibility of translating the modern, from 
the grass roots, neither by the big corporations nor by the various commissionaires of projections of state power but by 
ordinary individuals in their day-to-day life. That is where it becomes extremely difficult and that is where we do need the 
ethnographic. 

What we need to do is to find a way of talking about the role of material culture in articulating modern identities but this gets 
very complicated. I want to end with an ethnography from a friend of mine who is a Turkish ethnographer who works on 
material culture among Turkish migrants to Germany. She did a wonderful paper for me about a coffee table. This German 
family, like many migrant families, was accumulating money to build a house in Turkey. They had their place in Germany 
and the fight broke out in that household over the coffee table they were going to buy for their house in Turkey. The coffee 
table that they had in Germany was a particular coffee table that was very practical, [it had a] tile-surface so that you could 
eat and watch television at the same time, and it was totally inappropriate to contemplate putting such a coffee table in the 
guest room in Turkey. 
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In the guest room in Turkey you have to have a coffee table that is for display, the coffee table was not to be functional. 
Of course, these were standardised. All the returnee German-Turkish workers’ living rooms look almost identical. And, of 
course, there you have to ask yourselves what is it that they are trying to project and why is it that the particular coffee 
table that works in Berlin does not work in Istanbul ? So, then it becomes the question of being able to talk about not just 
modernity but modernity understood through the prism of taste, distinction, class, etc. Taste, distinction and class are 
always expressed in a local idiom. For example, in Turkey you had something that for some reason was called a ‘vitrine’. 
This vitrine was a completely useless thing that nobody used. It was only used for displaying objects like crystals and 
plates. 

Architects have absolutely no power over the processes that generate these idioms. I think, as an architect, you would 
radically dislike the spaces generated and the kind of kitsch that they used. But this is what is happening in real life. So the 
architects are constantly caught in the same dilemma of wanting to survive as a profession and be able to project a certain 
aesthetic but in ways they can live with that are not corrupt… 

Jeremy Melvin

I think you are absolutely right, and a part of the story is actually the very insecure status, and very dynamic status, of the 
people we call architects in society. The idea of their being architects to exist purely on fees from designing buildings and 
supervising their construction, is a very recent one, 150 years old, if that, and in many parts of the world it does not happen 
at all. I know about this more in the context of the UK than anywhere else but I think the story is probably familiar if not 
exactly the same in other societies. 

Architects have perpetually thought that they have had a very low status and that their fees are very low. But if you look at 
architects now, almost all the well-known architects here get titles and almost all of them are rich, although I know ones who 
are not. So these are crocodile tears. I think the more interesting point is how one could examine the issues of not just what 
people expect from buildings but how architects form a social group, and that is partly [due] to education, but not entirely to 
education. Garry Stevens, who teaches in Sydney, has looked at the Bourdieuian analysis of the architecture profession but 
I would not say that his work has gone very far. However, I think it would need to be on both tracks to be really useful.   

Homa Farjadi

I do not know Iran that well recently, but I remember that Iranian architects had a very sound spot on the social ladder. They 
made good money, anyway, although their fees were lower. But what is important was their access to representation, which 
is the point I was trying to make earlier, that in the end denial of representation and style, which was done by modernists 
for a while in architecture, is something that we have thankfully got over. In what one can call postmodernist strategies and 
attitudes towards architecture not postmodernist architecture you cannot help but understand the power of representation 
and its role within what gives people access to status. In the Iranian case, I would say that since people have this need for 
representation as already legitimate, the social status of architects is very high, no matter [that] they have not produced 
the best architecture.  

Jeremy Melvin

I think that is a very interesting point because if one were to look at different societies, whether it is Iran or Southeast Asia, 
one would see quite different balances between who has the control of representation and who has control of the education 
of the production of space. I think that would be a very useful project.

Farrokh Derakhshani

Going back to what Deniz (Kandiyoti) said about the workers in Germany returning to Turkey, two elements are very 
important. You talked about representation. We also need to talk about how one wants to identify oneself and what are the 
rules of symbolism. These two things are very important because there is an architecture that is symbolic of [the] attitudes 
of people and sometimes architects are able to make something that represents that sign. 
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I recently saw a photo of the Aga Khan Hospital in Karachi, designed by experts of building hospitals. Its design is well-
known particularly [by] the people of Karachi, it is respectful of the environment and local architecture, with courtyards etc., 
and very modern. When I was there, I realised that everybody who visited the hospital was impressed by the design, but 
those who were not happy about the architecture of the hospital were some of the doctors, because they wanted a hospital 
that looked like… hospitals in New York, all contained in one block. 

Coming back to the issue of symbolism, we should address the question of how one wants to be identified. One interesting 
element is the notion of time. One very significant change that has happened in the built environment is that before the 
recent decades it took a long time to build buildings, whereas today you can build a big building in less than a year. May 
be that is one reason we are so nostalgic about historic buildings and think that the old looks nice. An interesting thing is 
happening in the Persian Gulf area: since the 1970s the clients there had been hiring the best British architects to design 
their buildings and accepted much of what they produced, but they are now much more sophisticated than 20 years ago ; 
they know what they want. 

The ruler of Dubai has been trying to make Dubai a destination. In all the commercials about Dubai you can see the building 
called Burj al-Arab that has become a symbol of Dubai. If you show this building to anybody in the world, they will recognise 
it as a building in Dubai. But it was very interesting when I heard in a presentation that this was exactly what the ruler 
wanted: the client had told the architect, It does not matter how much it costs, I want something that can become a symbol 
of Dubai. He wanted to be identified and seen as someone modern and affluent, since architecture is the combined work 
of the clients and architects. 

I think it is also noteworthy that not all architects have the same level of qualification, knowledge, creativity and competence. 
Moreover, not all architects are aware of what they are doing…  

Aziz Esmail

But doesn’t a lot of human creation happen in that way ? You do not usually know at the beginning what is really going to 
come out of what you do. I think that is probably an overestimation of reason when people think that you can plan to get from 
A to Z, whether it is architect, medicine or war in Iraq, you can see traces of these overestimations of instrumental reason 
in many discussions about modernity. Once you take one step, it leads to other things ; it is a kind of reproductive capacity 
and you can never know what the outcome will be…

Homa Farjadi

That is exactly why I drew that line between planning and non-planning which can be understood as a constructive process 
but it should not be understood as simply a black hole that we either know or we do not know. You can assume not knowing 
to become productive. A lot of contemporary architectural debates are about how to deal with being diagrammatic about 
architecture. In what sense can we respond to things where we do not know their result. Therefore, this kind of agility with 
response becomes a mechanism for design rather than me sitting in my studio saying, “you better like it, because I like it”. 
That is not the case any more. 

Aziz Esmail

Yes, in a sense, retrospective perspective increases knowledge because you look back at something that was not in 
consciousness at the time it happened but you can now look at what it lead to. I presented this argument on behalf of 
historians. There is something to be learned after the event…  

Homa Farjadi

… except that at that time the history has moved and you are somewhere else. You have to be dynamic in response. 
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Jeremy Melvin

I think this is a very interesting point and I can deal with it only anecdotally. But there are architects who would feel 
restrained by being expected to be brand managers. And when a client comes and says, “Do me one of those”, serious 
architects would quite seriously react against that, but they might not be able to achieve a reaction against it, if you see 
what I mean. This might be because of costs or being easier just to repeat designs. But I think anecdotally there are several 
possible ways out of this. Traditionally, a lot of major architects were involved in teaching and some of them engaged very 
actively in university communities. This happens far less now, particularly in the UK where most major architects are no 
longer directly involved in teaching. But there are perhaps two other ways. 

One thing that some firms do is that they employ people who are there to rethink what they do and indeed to generate some 
form of internal self-criticism. That might be a sort of narcissistic matter because I do not really know enough about what 
is going on in these firms. But I think, to be fair, we have to at least consider it as an attempt to give themselves a kind of 
internal kicking in case of complacencies. The other thing which the architect does is that he deliberately goes out and talks 
to people and asks them how they would like the designs to be like. Some studies have been done in places like Bradford, 
but nothing yet has come into fruition, apart from [within] the realm of visual imagery. It is only a tentative step but it might 
be a way forward. I think there are possibilities but I think Modjtaba (Sadria) pointed his finger to one of the most important 
issues of architecture, particularly in the way it is part of a global capitalist system.  

I think the other side of this is Norman Foster, who has been an enormously influential architect and, on many occasions in 
a series of key projects over 30-40 years, an innovator. One may not like everything he does but there are certainly some 
very significant buildings in his CV. He is now such a brand that he can sell 40% of his company for 300 million pounds,  [a 
sale] for which there is no possible commercial justification and is pure brand value. 

Homa Farjadi

Obviously, in architecture just like many other disciplines, there are all sorts of practices, a point that Farrokh (Derakhshani) 
was trying to make, and a brand version of it is probably not the most interesting part of architectural practice. It may be 
the most prevalent, in the sense that somebody like Foster does more buildings than a thousand other architects might 
do, but if you are looking for an alternative to what is hegemonic, there are other discourses in architecture. I think Foster 
is hegemonic and gets trapped by his own representations. The symbolism becomes the brand and this, if you ask many 
architects, including me, is really the downfall of architecture. 

However, there are other discourses in architecture which are more interesting than branding, in the sense that branding 
is a cultural phenomenon that cannot be denied, meaning all companies are after branding therefore architects to be 
commercially viable and make money… sell their products accordingly. But the discourse of architecture, whether it has 
to be dependant on branding, is something that I would say is going [off] on a specific tangent that is not necessarily 
constructive or what I would consider a viable discussion or an interesting way to go about it. I do not want to call it 
modernity even. So branding as interesting cultural phenomenon, as it is, is like fashion, style, etc., it has its own productive 
and destructive aspects. 

Farrokh Derakhshani

One of the reasons that this topic for this workshop was chosen was to explore where in the world we are today. As 
Modjtaba [Sadria] said, one of the reasons we are holding these workshops is to discuss where we are and how we want 
to see the Aga Khan Award for Architecture in 25 years. When the Award was created some 30 years ago, the part of the 
world that we were concerned with was very different. In those days, you had indigenous and traditional buildings, so what 
was built in Kuala Lumpur was very different from the buildings in Bangladesh, Indonesia, Karachi or London. But today we 
are confronted with a situation in which the same tools are used in different parts of the world and everything is local. This 
localness of the production is where this idea of modernity came from. 

Until recently, Japan was considered as an exception to the rule of Western style. We usually talked about the West while 
assuming that Japan is special and an exception. Now Japan is not special anymore and somehow one can see a process 
of Japan-isation of the rest of the world. I think this is one of the reasons that, when looking at modernity, we should see 
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that there are these shared values. A young architecture student who is going to school and is going to practice in Kuala 
Lumpur feels that he can do the same thing as over here in London. This is actually happening in practice. Today we have 
architects who are from other parts of the world practicing in this part of the world and vice versa. We call this modernity, 
not contemporaneity because we want to look forward and guess what is going to happen in the next 25 years to make 
sure we are on the right track and not to look back. So, because of that, modernity had an important role in this discussion. 
Please correct me if I am wrong. 

Modjtaba Sadria

I am so happy with this part of the discussion because this has been the departing point. One might argue that the 
homogenisation of representation is not an issue because we have a global world and ‘glocalisation’ does not change 
anything. But exposure to your profession has enabled me to give you examples of this view. When we had a conference 
on the critique of architecture in Kuwait, I did a lot of interviews with young architects from India who were working in Kuwait 
for 300 dollars and this was a high income for them. Most of them were 25 – 27 years old and this was a fantastic job for 
them. Did they have anything Indian in the conceptualisation of their architecture in Kuwait? Or is it a major house in London 
that has done the design and these Indian architects are the subcontractors and foremen of the production that we used to 
have in the previous stage of industrial production? In my discussion with them, the only thing that was not present in their 
argument was their perception of architecture. They were there for the function of foremanship. What are our choices in this 
situation? Submission or argumentation about it?

Globalisation and capitalism are acting and have all their power. They are creating modernisation. The Chinese government 
is commissioning the most beautiful buildings in the world designed by world’s best architects. The number of projects 
your colleagues have been getting in China is incredible. All of them are asking you to provide them with the best design, 
functionality and symbolic elements of power, of being modern. So this is one trend in architecture that has become so 
powerful as the representation of these trends. Every state and every major capital is interested in moving forward in this 
direction.

Besides laughing at Dubai and making a joke of them, what are our arguments as professionals about preventing this 
homogenisation of representation? Question number 1, Shall we resist homogenisation of representation or shall we submit 
ourselves to it? Question number 2, What conceptual elements allow us to resist this homogenisation of representation?

Jeremy Melvin

I think it is quite a challenge to try to give an answer to your questions, because quite a part of architectural discourse is 
concerned with these questions. I think to some extent, these questions have also to do with how architecture has engaged 
with modernity. Up until 1900 there were architectural traditions in many parts of the world that were representational 
languages. In the UK, what you get with modernism, in its most literal form of architecture in the 1920s, is a challenge to 
all those previous architectural traditions. What that meant was that the notion of representation, and particularly visual 
representation, became hugely problematic because very few architects could do it as well as the pioneers of modern 
architecture [could] and trying to construct some sort of representational language had proved extremely elusive partly 
because there has been a tendency within architecture to resist it in any case for either ideological reasons or financial 
reasons. For example, the “Brutalist” movement in the 1950s was for ideological reasons. They said that they had an 
architecture which was “another architecture”, without aesthetic. Doing so generated an extremely strong aesthetic. In a lot 
of architectural writing, when you look at one thing, you realise that it actually means almost the exact reverse. 

I think that is a sort of background to this. Now, how can you resist or subvert it ? I think that is the interesting thing. In the 
work that I have done, in a very small way, I have been trying to put back on the architectural agenda the issue of how 
buildings communicate ideas. Charles (Jencks) has also done a lot of it and this is part of his career. I know that Farshid 
(Moussavi) in her practice has also been doing this. Both of them have contributed to the events that I have organised on 
this at the Royal Academy of Arts. I would not necessarily call it resistance or submission to this issue, it is a recognition that 
it is an issue, and discussing whether there are ways beyond it and ways in which architecture can recognise this quality 
have been elided for the last 80 – 90 years. 
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That moves us into the second part of your question about the conceptual elements. I think that they reside in a lesser-
explored area of what I call “aesthetic theory”, which is to consider the relationship between function and experience and 
how we understand what we see. There are areas here that certainly touch on musicology and the psychology of perception 
which are not issues on which I have expertise. But there seems to be quite a strong difference because of the different 
mindsets between how you would interpret or experience a building if you are going to it for different purposes, you might go 
to a building for reading, medical treatment, entertainment, etc. There is a shifting dynamic there, and… this is something 
which other areas of visual arts have much less of, and indeed the trend in the presentation of contemporary visual art 
has been to make spaces as homogenised and standardised as possible. I am being a bit unfair here, but I do not think it 
is completely inaccurate in order to try and eliminate those differences, whereas architecture broadly cannot eliminate the 
impact of why you are going to a building or the experience you will [have] of it and therefore how you will react to it. 

Aziz Esmail

While according to Weber we are living in the disenchanted world, a miracle has happened and we have the sun shining 
in London. So you might want to enjoy a walk outside before the dinner. I would like to make a couple of comments. This 
may not be a very neat ending to the workshop, but I do believe in the unconscious incubation of ideas. I think this happens 
after these conferences and workshops, and you never know what one retains unconsciously which then connects with 
something else and at the end it may want to make it a building of some sort. Secondly, I think there is a great value in the 
personal contacts which happen during these kinds of gatherings and some of these personal contacts may bear fruit in the 
future. Now I am going to hand over to Professor Sadria, who organised this workshop, to make his final remarks. 

Modjtaba Sadria

Thank you so much. You have been fantastic and gave us a lot. The reason why construction of knowledge in this field 
has become an issue for us is that the Aga Khan Award for Architecture, and more broadly the Aga Khan Development 
Network has [committed] itself to the mission of improving the living conditions of Muslims. That is the departing point. But 
improving the conditions of living of Muslims has become very difficult to define. When I started at the Award, I read all 
the literature of the Award, and believe me there is a lot of literature that this Award has created. One of the most fantastic 
activities of Farrokh (Derakhshani) has been this memory-keeping of the Award. The archive of the Award, which includes 
the publications, pictures, texts and arguments, is incredible. 

Having read the literature, I realised that there had constantly been a tension between the [Award’s] Steering Committee 
and its Master Jury. The Steering Committee has kept asking the Award to do certain things and the Master Jury has 
reviewed a few hundred projects and responded that they could not answer these questions because it is very complex. 
Muslim societies have changed so fast in the past three decades [and the task of] improving the condition of their built 
environment now refers to so many different things, that the answer to the question is more complex. For example, we 
have been discussing whether improving the built environment of a relatively poor Muslim neighbourhood in the UK can be 
considered as [improving] the [living] conditions of Muslims. So when you go back home, please do think about this growing 
diversity and complexity that has made our task more difficult. When you get out of the immediacy of the tiredness of these 
two days, we would indeed appreciate it if you [would] come back to us to say that if the main concern is that there is a lot 
of improvement to be done in the conditions of the built environment in Muslim societies, what are the conceptual elements 
that allow us to think about it? I am here only repeating what you have taught me at the Award during these years. 

This is a very important demand to all of you. If you think that there are grounds for improvement of the built environment 
within Muslim societies, what are these grounds and what are the concepts that helps us to go for it? We even thought to 
address this issue in a more general way, independent of Muslim societies. At the beginning of the 21st century, what do you 
think are the mechanisms to improve people’s living conditions in the built environment, and the concepts that can enlarge, 
deepen and improve the discussion? So your task, in relation to us, is not over and these are our expectations from you 
after your fantastic job in this workshop. We would like very much for those of you who did not have time to finish your 
papers, and those of you who during these two days of intense exchanges, have come to new arguments and dimensions 
and wish to develop them, to finish your papers so we can move forward with publishing our proceedings. Thank you again 
for these two days of lively and rich contributions, from each and all of you. 
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